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Thefts abound at Send Off VP explains resignation
•
BYDANIEL CONNOLLY
SeniorNews Reporter
Thieves went to work in
Gambier last weekend. Some
of the thefts appeared to be the
work of professionals. Others
appeared to have been commit-
ted during Saturday's Summer
Sendoff carnival atmosphere by
drunken and opportunistic stu-
dents.
Someone broke into four
vehicles and stole from a fifth
on Kenyon's campus this week-
end. Most of the break-ins and
thefts were discovered Satur-
day.
In several cases, the thief
had entered Ihe cars by smash-
ing their windows, said
Direclpr of Security and Safety
Dan Werner.
"Four of the break-ins and
thefts were in South lot, across"
from Wertheimer Fieldhouse,
and one was ncar the Bexley
apartments.
The thief took a radar de-
tector, $600 worth of CDs, and
the faceplate of a CD player
from an unlocked car in South
lot. The thief also stole CDs
and a radar detector from an-
other car whose dashboard was
found destroyed. In the other
News Assistant
A survey of sorority-related
concerns closed the 2000-01
Kenyon College Campus Senate
OnTuesday, as Alys Spensley'ut
presented Ihe findings of her ex-
~austi\le study of campus Greek
ISSUes. The results of the study,
alongwith several Senatorial ques-
tions regarding Greek life, will be
considered by next year's Senate,
Studer:tCouncil and faculty chair.
"We as a body, when we
passed legislation to allow student
SOroritiesto join under a two-year
probation period, said and stated
that we would talk about it and
Wouldinvolve other members of
theKenyon community in our dis-
cussion," reported Spensley, "and
thathas not happened. The [issues
ESTABLISHED 1856
cases nothing was missing.
"I will tell you that we have
a possible suspect," Werner said.
"There's a person we've noticed
who's not a Kenyon person, and
when they're around, things hap-
pen."
Two vehicles were found
broken into in south lot on April
1. werner said there had been
eight or nine break-ins in the last
month.
Knox County Sheriff David
Barber said Tuesday that no ar-
rests had been made.
see THE IT, page two
BY TARYN MYERS
Senior News Editor
In the wake of last week's
impeachment hearings, even af-
ter Student Council's decision to
remove neither Chair of Housing
and GroundsAdam Exline 101 or
A LITTLE R AND R, SOCIAL BOf.\RD STYLE
Courtesy of Social Bo.:.rd
Social board crew rakes a break &om the action during Saturday's Summer Send Offfesriviries. The
Headlining band Toots and Maytals performed later mar night to students on Peirce lawn.
Vice President of Student Life
George PoLychronopoulos '02
from office, Polychronopoulos
resigned from his position. He
officially informed Student
Council President Ruth Crowell
'02 last Wednesday evening of
his resignation.
Originally, Polychronopoulos
would not comment on why he
decided to resign even after sur-
viving the trial without being
removed from his office. How-
ever, this week he decided to make
a few statements to explain his
reasoning.
"All members of student
government should fulfill their
role because they want to," he
said, "because they like to, be-
cause they have a commitment,
to themselves and to their com-
munity, that endures. That is why
I decided to return to Student
Life even after a rough semester.
With two weeks left in the se-
mester, I continue to resent the
implication that I am politically
involved insofar that Student
Council allows me to be. Student
Council is unequivocally the
most uncooperative, inconsider-
ate and incapable organ of
student government. Would I
rather work with them or face
su UPDATE, page four
Senate discusses sorority issues Park vote on Tuesday
- BY ROBBIE KETCHAM and concerns] are from a variety of sight of Greek Council, a possible BYADAM SAPP tax and will allow the county to
places, some are from the Senate, triennial review pror..ram of frater- Senior News Editor Emeritus create and supplement parks and
some from the Student Council nitiesandsororities,initialionweek greenspaceinthecounty.Butwhen
Executive Committee. I've also regulations, grade point average The green "Support the Knox polls open around the County on
pulled oul parts of the Kenyon (GPA) requirements and the rela- County Parks District" signs stu- May 8, it is clear that not everyone
Self-Study report. These come tively low percentage of Greek dents see along the roads outside will be voting yes.
from students and faculty mem- students studying abroad. of Gambier and on the way to "I can see why people like 10
bersand alumni and employees of The actions of comparable Mount Vernon will be coming bike and go to parks and we've got
the college, as well as students schools regarding Greek organi- down on Wednesday morning, but the bicycle path," said retired
who are independent and Greek." zations is also a matler of interest, whether or not they'll be doing so farmerandGambierresidentLaken
The study, which originated a~noted by Associate Professor of because of a victory is still qces- Staats. "I can't see why we need a
Iionable. k I . h . " Sin a November Senate meeting, Religion Vernon Schube1. "My fear par to go a ong WIt II. taats
presents questions which "range is the women who already say, IfapprovedduringTuesday's echoesthesentimentsofmanyarea
for the impacts of the new sorori- 'This is the only school I applied to elections, the proposed Parks Dis- farmers and residents who feel that
ties on campus and what their two that had a Greek system because it trict will bring in $431,000 a year the Parks District idea nceds refin-
year probation period will include didn't have a big sorority system, through the addition of a one-half ing before it goes to the voters. "I
10 how to involve more members ifl was looking at it now Iwouldn't milllevy in the form of a property . Sf( PARKS, page two
of the Kenyon community in the come.' And when I look through
[Greek life] discussion," said the women who tell mcthatandsee
Spensley. In addition to a plethora the important role they play on this
ofhousingissuessuchasthedistri- campus, Ithink it raises the impor-
bution of single residences, the tant issue about, 'Are we going 10
Senate will consider faculty over- $(eSENATE, page thret
Ttll VIII \(,1 \X'I \11111, Ru-om
Tonight: Mostly clear. Lows 55
to 60.
Friday: Chance of afternoon
storms. Highs around 80.
Saturday: Mostly clear. Highs
near 70.
Sunday: Partly cloudy. Lows in
the 405 and highs in the 70s.
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Parks: Why students should care about elections
CONTINUED FROM PAGE ONE the levy. "Students should want District is to succeed. In part the potential amount offinancial rc- hold thai owns a home valued at
think that 75 to Supercentortarm, to care," said Barone. "Part of overall success of the program if sources, if obtainable, over 1.7 $100,000 an additional $17.50
ers would probably say no 10 it," the reason they came here was it is approved will be the avail. million dollars in the first year in real estate taxes. The aver.
Staats is not the only person op· because of Kenyon's setting. ability offunds from the recently of its existence. • ~ age household income for Knox
posed 10 the levy. That's the underlying purpose enacted Ohio State Issue One. According to 2000 census County residents is exactly
Instrongl:stopposition tothe behind this, to preserve that set- State Issue One is a 400 mil- calculations Knox County is the $34,027 and over-vz percent of
creation of the Parks District is ting." lion dollar financial resource sixth fastest-growing county in residents own their own home.
the town of Fredericktown. Lo- According to figures cb- bank created by the state of Ohio the state of Ohio. With 14.8 per- The number of Knox County
cated north of Mount Vernon, tainedby Barone from last May's in the form ofa constitutional cent growth sustained since homes valued at $100,000 dol,
Fredericktown's issues with the elections, only 5,000 to 6,000 amendment and approved by 1990, the county has grown at lars was unobtainable.
Parks District are two fold. First, people voted on election day and voters in last November's elec- more than three times the state However, because the half-mill
Fredericktown already has a park. Barone felt that, at best the fig- rion. It provides monies for average of 4:7 percent. For this, levy is a tax on property, KenYon
district and the tax for another ures for this election might be environmental and related con- reason, residents like Staats feel students will bear no burden of
park district would be in addi- 6,000 to 7,000 voters. Barone servatlon, preservation, and that the money could be beucr paying for the Parks Districtdi_
tion the current one and a half felt passing the levy will be an revitalization purposes. Specifi- used to provide funding for rectly, even though their Vote
mills (one mill is one-tenth of a uphill bailie. Farmerdisapproval c ally , commi Itee mem bcr s Knox County's major infra- will influence the outcome of
cent) Fredericktown residents al- and an expected voter turnout of supporting the Parks District structure needs, both in the the election:
ready pay. Additionally, the 2,500 in Fredericktown, where hope to apply for preservation present and in the future. Students are able to vote in
school board in Fredericktown the issue is not faring so well, and recreation grants. The grant "It's going to increase the the ejections. The voting board
has a levy request on the May might mean the failure of the provides matching funds raised taxes for us to pay and right now will hold elections all day on
ballot to provide needed money issue this time around. "There locally. The Parks Committee everythingistight,"saidStaats. Tuesday inside the Gambier
for their school's sports pro- are some days I wake up and thinks they can get four state "We need that money to pay for Community Center, which is 10.
grams. Fredericktown officials allow myself to think that we'll dollars to everyone dollar of schools and roads." cared behind the Pizza Hut
have been calling for-high voter do it first time out," said Barone. local money raised, making the The levy will cost a house- apartments on Meadow Lane.
turnouttosupporttheschoollevy "But it's a big county. We've
and as a consequence, the Knox been working to inform, but
County Parks District has reo we're not going to reach every
ceived mixed support there. voter."
One of the members of the The board to pass the parks
committee to pass the parks dis- levy, consisting of community
trict levy, Sam Barone '72 felt members Barone, Mark Bennet,
that Kenyon students have a valid and attorney Dick Ritter, feel
reason to vote for the passage of that timing is crucial if the Parks
THE VII LACE RECORD
April 27 - May 2,2001
Apr. 27, 1:30 p. m. - Under-
age possession of alcohol at
McBride Residence.
Apr. 28t 2:03 a.m. - Vandal-
ism to/theft from vehicle
parked in South Lot.
Apr. 28t 2:03 a.m - Vandal-
ism 10 vehicle in South Lot.
Apr. 28, 2:333. m. - Vandal-
ism to vehicle parked in
Manning Hall parking lot.
Apr. 28, 3:41 a. m. - Drug
paraphernalia and drugs found
in McBride Residence.
Apr. 28, 6:26 a.m. w Vandal-
ism to vehicle parked at South
Lot.
Apr. 28, 2:30 p.m. Theft of
item from room at Hanna Hall.
Apr. 28, 3:15 p. m. - Under-
age possession of alcohol at
Mather Residence.
Apr. 28, 5:00 p.m. - Under-
age/intoxicated student at
Leonard Hall.
Apr:,:.28, 5:14 p.m. - False fire
alarm at Leonard Hall/pull sta-
tion pulled. The alarm was
reset.
Apr. 28, 6:14 p. m, - False fire
alarm at Leonard Hall. The
alarm was reset.
Apr. 28, 6: 19 p, m •• Vandal-
ism in men's restroom at Hanna
Hall.
Aprtl 28, 7:45 p.m •• Under.
age consumption of alcohol/in-
jured student. Student
transported to the hospital.
Apr. 29, 12:55 a.m .• Possible
drug overdose at off campus
residence. Student transported
to the hospital.
Apr. 29, 6:01 a.m. -Fireextin-
guisher discharged in Peirce
HalL
Apr. 29,3:18 p. m. - Medical
call regarding ill staff member
at Rosse Hall. The emergency
squad was contacted.
Apr. 29, 4:30 p. m. - Theft of
items from vehicle parked in
South Lot.
Apr. 29, 7:00 p. m. - Report of
lost or stolen wallet.
Apr. 30, 10:14a. m •• Medical
call at the Art Barn regarding
an injured student. The student
was taken to the Health and
Counseling Center.
Apr. 30, 1:10 p. m. - Medical
call at Ascension Hall regard-
ing an ill student. The student
was transported to the Health
and Counseling Center.
May 1, 12:28 a. m. - Firealarm
at Peirce Hall from steam in the
boiler room. Maintenance was
contacted.
May 2,3:31 a. m. - Vandalism
to men's restroom at Watson
Hall.
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Theft: Some items returned
NEWS BRIEFS
Law Professor Yarbrough to speak at commencement
Kenyon Board of Trustee member Marilyn Yarbrough, Professor of Law at the University of North
Carolina Chapel Hill, will step 10 the podium to deliver the commencement address at Kenyon's 173'd
commencement to be held May 19 on Samuel Mather Lawn.
Yarbrough is a graduate of Virginia Sate University and received her law degree from the University
of California Los Angeles in 1973. She has worked as a systems engineer for IBM and the Westinghouse
Aerospace and Defense Center, taught law at the Boston College of Law, the University of Kansas School
of Law, and has served as Dean of the College of Law at the University of Tennessee.
Yarbrough's research has focused on employment discrimination, sports law, school reform, child
custody and on women and the law. In 1997 she served on an advisory committee for gender-integrated
training for the United State's Department of Defense and for a number years has sat on the Pulitzer Prize
Board.
Great Migration grant continues Kenyon initiative
Kenyon recently received the first installment of a $366,000 dollar grant from the Cleveland
Foundation to support an intercollegiate-high school program entitled "Cleveland and the Great Migration:
Laboratories for Faculty Members and Students in African American History and Culture."
Dispersed over a three-year period, the money will go towards programs in the Cleveland public
schools to help support Kenyon-Cleveland initiatives. The program will connect more than just Kenyon
and the Cleveland public schools. Itwill combine research already being done at the Avery Research Center
for African American History at the College of Charleston, Cleveland State University, Oberlin College,
the Western Reserve Historical Society and the W.E.B. DuBois Institute for Mro-American Research at
Harvard University.
Run by Professor of American Studies Peter Rutkoff and Professor of History Will Scott, one of the
historical aims of the project is to study the Great Migration and its relationship to Cleveland. The Great
Migration project will begin with teacher training sessions this summer.
CONTINUEDFROMPAGEONE
Numerous reports of items
surfaced through all-campus e-
mail on Sunday and Monday as
students pleaded for the return of
CDs, entertainment systems and
money that had been stolen during
Saturday's ell-day festival and
outdoor concert.
"Who -stole my Case Logic
case of DVDs with 70 DVDs?"
wrote Adam Lazarus '04. "Uh,
that's not cool, anyone who
knows me knows that I have no
life and those are my pride and
joy. If you took them I won't
say sh**, Ijust want them back."
One student had reported
the theft of his Sony Playstation
from Hanna on Saturday, and
another had reported his wallet
missing on Sunday, Werner said.
Barber said only the car bur-
glaries had been reported to law
enforcement.
The tactic of asking. for the
items back through e-mail
worked in at least one case. On
Sunday, Sarah Panzer '04 sent
an e-mail pleading for the re-
turn of money that had been
stolen from her room in
McBride. The thief later put
$160 of the original $180 back
under Panzer's door in an enve-
lope marked "sorry," Panzer
said. "I figure, it was just a
drunken prank," she said.
Other students sent e-mails
looking for items, including wal-
lets, a football and in one case a
pair of shoes, that they had sim-
ply lost while drunk.
Security at the outdoor con-
cert was tight. To cut down on
alcohol-induced unruliness,
backpacks and bottles were for-
bidden, and students were told
beforehand to provide Security
and Safety with the names of
their visiting friends.
When asked if the number
of officers at the concert itself
had thinned officers' presence
elsewhere on campus, Werner
said it hadn't. He said several
members of the student affairs
staff had volunteered to check
alcohol infractions at the con-
cert, freeing security officers
to roam. "We had people all
over the place," said Werner. He
alsoaddedthatcooltemperat.ures
helped conttol the crowd at the
outdoor concert.
He said students tend to leave
their doors open during parties,
leading to increased theft.
According' to Werner, two
students were transported to
the hospital with alcohol poi-
soning on Saturday night and
recovered well. Also on Sal'
urday afternoon someone
"ripped a bathroom apart in
Hanna Hall," by disconnect-
ing a pipe and causing a
massive flood.
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Councilrevisits ad hoc board
awhile, get more respect on campus,
and then come back."
In terms of the ad hoc commit-
tee.itself Vice President of Academic
Affairs Alys Spensley '01 said,
"We're going to see what develops
over the summer."
Junior Class Representaliveand
Student Council President-elect
Nick Deifel '02 agreed with
Spensley, saying, "There are a lot
of unknowns right now, and 1think
it might be better to look at it next
year."
Also discussed were the dif-
ferences between Latetqires, which
is a school-sponsored, not neces-
sari! y student -run organization, and
Social Board, which is student-run
and tries to involve the entire cam-
pus with every activity they put on.
This meeting was Student
Council's last for the year.
rah Stauffer '03, .emphasized the
importance of at least one member
of this commiltee having worked
Send-Offbefore, because it is such
abigcommitment,statingthatwho-
ever is in charge of that is
responsible from Friday afternoon
until about 3 a.m. Sunday morn-
ing. She stated that there are at least
two former members of Social
Board willing to sit on the ad hoc
committee under the condition that
it will only last for one year and
then the actual Social Board will
return.
When asked why these indi-
viduals did not run for Chair of the
Social Board this year, she ex-
plained, saying, "In all honesty,
they didn't want to have to deal
with the crap that comes with So-
cial Board ...They hope thai Social
Board can disappear in name for
TARYNMYERS
SeniorNews Editor
At the Student Council meet-
ing this past Sunday, routine
committee business was taken care
of, beginning with the unanimous
approval of Beer and Sex as an
officially recognized student orga-
nization. Questionsconcerningthe
issue were fielded to next year's
Vice President of Student Life Elle
Erickson '02, who attended the
meeting in place of the recently re-
signed George Polycllronopoulos
'02.
In addition, the Council dis-
cussed the ad hoc committee formed
to serve the function of Social Board
next year. Summer Send-Off was
discussed and commended by Sen-
ate Co-Chair Andrew Dinsmore '01.
This year's Social Board Chair, Sa-
20YearsAgo, May 2, 1981, This cartoon appeared in the final issue
of the Colkgian for the school year
5Years Ago. May 2.1996. Donald J. Omahan was selected to be the
newDean of Students. From Albion College in Michigan, Omahan
was a graduate of the class of 1970 and also served as director of
student housing, dean for academic advising and acting dean of
students. Trustees give faculty cause for
celebration: promotions
One professor tenured, six promoted to rank of full professor,
five associate professors receive second reappointment
10Years Ago. May 2. 1991, Quotes of the year:
"Get rid of french fries. They are a symbol of our phallocentric
dominated society. More onion ringsl"- ARA comment board.
" If security walks past your open window-and sees a group of
peopledoing bong hits they will have to enforce the school rules.".
Craig Bradley.
15Years Ago, May 1,1986, Quotes of the Year:
"Why is it that Student Council's major activities this semester
havebeen creating ad hoc committees and taking pot shots at the
Collegian?" - Paul Singer '88
" As to the accusations that the Collegian is an administrative
puppet, they are totally ludicrous; after all, who has the lime 10
organizea puppet show about a third-rate college newspaper that has
hadmore editors this year than readers?" • Phil Pfalzgraf & David
Burgess '88
studies and David Suggs of an-
thropology, to the rank of full
professor. Full professorship at
Kenyon comes with its benefits.
most notably, a raise in pay to
$70,000 dollars a year.
Those receiving their sec-
ond reappoin tments to the
faculty were assistant professors
Siobhan Fennessy of biology,
Carolin Hahnemann of classics,
Judy Holdener of mathematics,
Hewell McFarlane of psychol-
ogy and Natalia Olshanskaya of
modern languages and litera-
tures.
Hahnemann, last year's re-
cipient of the Teaching
Excellence Award at Honors
Day, felt that even though she
already had plans to remain at
Kenyon. the second reappoint-
ment only renewed her desire.
"I knew that I wanted to stay at
Kenyon for a long time. I like
everything. the area, the way
things-are done ... I really like it
here." said Hahnemann. "There
are a lot of things you can't put
into words, Kenyon is one of
them."
College next year to serve as a
senior economist on the Coun-
cil of Economic Advisors, he
still expressed gratitude for his
tenure award.
"It almost goes without say-
ing that Iam very pleased with
and proud of my tenure appoint-
ment," said Melick. "Positive
feedback is always nice, espe-
cially coming from respected
colleagues from across the Col-
lege."
As Melick explained, the
process for tenure appointments
at Kenyon is a dynamic one.
"The tenure appointment is
based on a very detailed review
of a professor's teaching, schol-
arly engagement and collegiate
citizenship. Allhough I have
many improvements to make,
students and faculty seem quite
satisfied with my teaching per-
formance."
The trustees also promoted
six professors, Camillia Cia of
music. Clifton Crais of history,
Melissa Dabakis of art history.
William Klein of English,
Vernon Schubel of religious
BYADAMSAPP
AND LOGAN WINSTON
Collegian Staff
Just what everyone likes to
hear: 'you are all so wonderful,
you get to stay.' These were the
feelings and sentiments voiced
to selected members of the
Kenyon. faculty at last
weekend's Spring meeting of the
Board of Trustees. In the meet-
ing, the only professor up for
tenure, current Associate Pro-
fessor of Economics William
Melick, was approved, Six other
faculty members were promoted
to rank of full professor and five
assistant professors received
their second reappointment.
Melick joined the faculty in
1998. Before that, he was a staff
member at the Federal Reserve
Board in Washington D.C. He
also served as a macroeconomist,
specializing in international and
domestic financial markets. at
the Bank for International Settle-
ments in Basel, Switzerland.
Allhough Melick has decided to
take a leave of absence from the
50Years Ago, May 18, 1951, Alpha Delta Phi took first place at the
Interfraternity Singing Contest, held before 200 spectators. Each ef
thenine fraternities marched down Middle Path, singing two songs,
theirmarching song and their shelter song. Beta Theta Pi received
Honorable Mention to lace second.
Senate: Pollster leak
CONTINUED FROM PAGEONE
risklosingthosewomenovertimeT"
Schubel is also concerned that
independent students encounter
pressurewhen discussing Greek is-
sues. "In the years that I've been
dealingwith this," hesaid, "the num-
berof women who come forward
and say, 'I got these e-mails about
[Greekopinions] but, forGod'ssake,
don't tell anybody because .., if it
getsback to so-and-so that I said
this, I'm going to be in trouble.'
Some of the responses are very
measuredand responsible and say,
'Here's where we disagree, here's
the discussion,' but others say
'you'reanembarrassrnent,youdon'l
belong here.' I don't think some
membersof the Greek community
atKenyon realize just how difficult
itisforwomen or independent men
to have an open dialogue" about
Greeklife.
Party invitation policy presents
~thertopic fordiscussion, accord-
~ng10Spensley. "With the change
~~the invite policy," she reported,
IIchanged the ability to throw cam-
Plls-wideparties. Some really felt
Sl,mnglythat before the Greekorga-
mutions are widely critiqued for
~hrowingclosed parties and not hav-
Ing campus-wide events, that
perhaps the invite system should be
looked at in termsof[Greek organi-
zations'] ability to do such,"
The Senate also unani-
mously agreed to two
resolutions Tuesday, closing
its business for the year. By
unanimous consent, the Senate
agreed to make all election in-
formation confidential until
results are posted to the entire
student body. This came in
response to Senator-elect
Elizabeth Erickson '02 report-.
ing that the pollster in the
recent run-off election gave in-
formation to a candidate while
the election was ongoing. "The
poll master was revealing in-
formation to candidates
involved in the election," she
said. "This can't happen, since
if you're behind by three votes,
you can get four people to vote
for you." Additionally, Senate
adopted a proposal by Ruth
Crowell '02 creating student
TIPS bartending positions. By
the plan. supported by Safety
and Security, "two or three
sludent[s] ... would be paid and
trained" by TIPS, relieving the
current shortage of registered
bartenders.
SENIOR CJ.ASS PaBsroENJ
Phil StephenSbn SoPHOMORE CLAss
~OUNCILRuRESl\NT4TWE
Stephanie CuttsSoPHOMORE CLASS PRESIDENT
Jesse Spencer
4 THE KENYON COllEGIAN NEWS
'Kenyon students get the boot
booting people, we'vesentour mul-
titudes ofletters. At least two letters
gotoanyonelhat'sbooted. Wedon't
just say, 'There's a car, let's boot
it.'"
ROBBIE KETCHAM
News Assistant
In its first week of use,
Gambier's vehicle immobilization
device, known as the "boot," led
the village populace and Kenyon
College student body to begrudg-
ingly pay long overdue parking
fees. In the first four days after the
village began using the boot last
Tuesday, five parking scofflaws
were booted and paid their fines in
full. The success of the Gambier
booting program has Jed to infor-
mal discussion about a second or
third boot and a possible impound
program.
The boot "is a good invest-
ment," said Village Administrator
Jim Lenthe. 'There are people who
have tickets but don't wanl to pay
them. They've gotten dozens or
more tickets and it's been months
without payment. The boot cost
around $300, and to date I'm pretty
sure we've gotten that money back
and more. We've made money,
and it says to the public that if you
get several tickets and don't pay,
you'll be booted."
Thebootcomcs in response to
several drivers with a plethora of
unpaid parking tickets, such asone
Kenyon student who amassed 61
violations between September and
February. While the village may
use the boot on anyone with three
or more unpaid tickets, the most
flagrant violators are the first
booted. "These are people who
have multitudes of tickets," com-
mented Lenthe. "We're not the
mean guys who notice a car's been
parked for two hours and one
minute and get out and boot thecar.
A dozen tickets in a month, (park-
ing fees] over $50 or five tickets in
two weeks shows you probably
aren't going to pay your parking
tickets. We're going to keep it un-
der $50 and under a dozen tickets.
"These are people that have
gotten plenty of warning. Before
Booted students, however, are
unhappy about the new procedure
for parking enforcement. "I defi-
nitely don't think it's a valid
program,"saidBobakTalebian '04.
"I think it's the village of Gambier
just trying to get more money out of
the college students. Since the be-
ginning of the year, they would call
and say that I have two parking
tickets and if they aren't paid, I'll be
towed;andlalwayspaidthem. Now,
at the end of the year,they don't call
and instead booth the car, and we
have to pay an extra $25 to get the
boot off. Plus, it's inconvenient, be-
cause the car is immobile."
Sarah Wild '04 understands the
program's purpose but believes it
needs modification. "It'sagood idea
in general," she remarked, "but it is
ridiculous to just have one boot. I
got the boot on Saturday and (the
village offices Jwereclosed allweek-
end,so lcouldn't pay. On Monday,
I got a callthat I had to pay because
they needed the boot back. Iguess
it's a goodway of getting people to
pay their parking tickets, but at the
same time it's ridiculous, especially
just having one boot."
Lenthe believes the booting
program ~ fair, however. "What
we're trying to be is a nice guy," he
said. "Ijust believeth isis avery fair
and good way to show people that
you have to abide by the laws, park-
inglaws and others." Lcnthe stresses
the relatively low fee of booting,
compared to automobile impound.
"Booting costs an extra $25. For
example, if you have $50 in unpaid
parking tickets and get booted, you
end up having to pay $75. But, if we
tow you and impound the vehicle,
you must pay the $50 in parking
tickets, $25 boot fee, probably
around $60 for the tow and the fee
from the impound lot. This would
I
i
I
I
I
I
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run around $200."
While other cities have confronted
problemsofparkingviolatorsforc_
ibly removing the boot, Lenthe
believes the Gambier boot is se-
cure. Nevertheless, he said, "if you
tamper with it, cut it offer break it,
you're going to be penalized by
another fine. You can't take the
boat off. There'saspecial wrench
for it, it [has] to be [taken] off a
special way."
Originally a French invention,
the parking boot was first used in
the United States by officials in
Denver, Colorado in 1953, "At
that time," according to Jim
BalderstonofSan Francisco'sBay
Guardian, "it was known as the
'French Boot;' now, it'scommonly
called the 'Denver Boot." The
boot has become widely popular
as a parking control device, he
reported, with nearly every mu-
nicipality in the nation using the
device. Several colleges and uni-
versities also utilize the boot. In
addition to inviting the scorn of
motoringscoftlaws nationwide, the
Denver Boot has earned place-
ment in the Oxford English
dictionary and has adomed key
chains and jewelry. Attempts to
declare the boot unconstitutional
have mostly failed.
Gambier's parking boot,
known as the "Rhino Vehicle Im-
mobilizer,"ismanufacturedbyMm
company of Grand Junction, Colo-
rado, and carries the motto,
"Immobilize First, then Tow & Im-
pound." Accordingtothecompany's
Intemetsite, these model boots "fea-
ture one piece unitized welded steel
construction, are light inweight and
install in 3045 seconds. This new
design fully eliminates the possibil-
ityofdamage, scratching ormarring
of the vehicle's wheel rim edge
(flange) or hubcap." Ack:litionally,
"baked-on environmentally-safe
safety orange power coating pro-
vides high visibility and superior
rust protection."
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Update:Reflecting
on impeachment
CONTINUED FROM PAGE ONE
their public criticism? Now
that the impeachment has
failed, Iknow that I can handle
. the tarter. And that's why I've
decidedto resign."
Others, however, see this
action differently. Student
Life Committee member
Shayla Myers '02 expressed
sentiments shared by many
members of both Student
Council and the Student Life
Committee when she said, "As
a member of the Student Life
Committee who was [at the
impeachment trial] on his be-
half, I am exceptionally
frustrated that he resigned in
the middle of the elections
with only a day before the
trustee dinner."
One member of the Coun-
cil who agreed with Myers'
opinion pointed out that by
Polychronopoulos resigning
at a critical time of the year
for Student Life, he only
proved that the prosecution's
assertions of negligence were
correcl.
In response to this allega-
tion, Polychronopoulos said,
"That's just a joke. No, it
doesn't prove that I'm negli-
gent. Of course not, that's
ridiculous. I'm resigning in
protest that Student Council
had grand plans to impeach
me before Trustee Dinner,
before the elections were even
over. Well, lei them have a
taste of their own medicine."
He further elaborated on
this point, saying, "ln any
case, the fact that, only two
days after 'unanimously' de-
ciding to take me to trial,
barely one third of Council
found me guilty of gross neg-
ligence is evidence to me that
111.,.111 IIIlE__ 'B bIIwliIms.clIm
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inappropriate behavior tOok
place in my absence all Suo.
day ... Based on some. of t~e
comments at the trial, regard.
ing personal attacks that were
referred to in the context of
the trial, it made me realize
that Ididn't want to be aSSOci_
ared with the other members
of Student Council, formally'l
or informally."
The statements to which
Polychronopoulos here refers
were brought to light by First
Year Representative Jess~
Spencer '04 at the hearing. "l
don't know George," he said
"and in the span of 15minutes'
Ifound out a lot about him tha;
wasn't positive feedback. I
mean, these arc direct quotes:
'Well, we'd have to call his off.
campus house.' 'He's probably
driving around Gambier in his
BMW.' 'Do you notice how
quickly this meeting went since
he's not here?' This is all sparked
by someone saying, 'I feellikel
want to impeach today.' r don't
really think that's the way things
should be done, especially since
the opening comment was that
you talked about talking about
people that aren't there nega-
tively."
Polychronopoulos ex-
pressed further frustration with
the Council on this subject, say-
ing, "When I hear comments
about the kind of car that Idrive
or the fact thatllive off campus
that are being referred to in an
official Student Council meet-
ing that we went to great lengths
at the beginning of the semester
to make sure are closed and make
sure the Collegian doesn't get a
chance to record anything, that
I'm supposed to give them an
explanation as to why I resigned,
it's ridiculous."
In terms ofPolychronopoulos'
resignation, Student Council fee-
ulty advisor and Associate Dean
of Students Cheryl Steele said, "l
regret the circumstances which
caused him to feel this was scme-
thing he needed to do. George
had some important comments
and perspectives, which he shared
with both Student Council and
Senate."
Polychronopoulos also
stated, however, that given the.
circumstances and his past expe-
rience with the group, "I'm not
surprised that nobody [on Stu-
dent Council] has bothered to talk
to me about it yet."
Want towrite
for news?
Too late this
year.bnt to
gei involved
next year. eo
DIaD myerst.
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LIFE OFF THE HILL?
-UANa:: KENYoN CoILEGE DANCE ENsEMBlE SPRINGCoNCERT
Bolton Theater, S p.m.
• REArnNG: SFNIOR CRFAllVE WRII'n'JG ENGllSH MAJORS
Ieirce Lounge, S p.m.
• DRAMA: NIGHT 1IAJD BYRoBEIIT KUNDIVJ '01
KG,W,15 p.m.
• FuM: THE DECALOGUE: A fllM SFJUF.<i
Higky Auditorium. 10:15 p.m.
4th • WOIlSHIP:HARo:JURrPARJSHHoLYCoMMUNION
Chirchofthe Holy Spirit 12:15 p.m.
• DINNER: SHABBAT DINNER
Harcourt Parish House, 5 p.m.
• CoNCERf: i<oKosJNGEIls
Rosse HallAudimrium, 7 p.m.
• DANai: KENYoNCollEGE DANa ENsEMBu SPRING CoNCERT
Bolton Theater, S p.m.
• DRAMA: NIGHT 1IAJD BYRoBElIT KUNDRAT '01
KC,Sp.m.
5th • BFFC CoMMuNnY SFRIF5:"BIRD SoNGS"
BFEG,Sa.m.
• BFEC Q.m.nIuNs SERIES:"BurIERRJES. CAIERPIlLARS AND PUPAS"
BFEC 11 a.m.
• lEnnuo PARRAllH. CoMPlJl1NG CoMES 10 KENYoN:
A BroIroLFSYMPOSIUM
MAP 109, 1 p.m.
• WOIlSHIP: Cxraouc MMs
Church of the Holy Spirit 5:30 p.m.
• CoNCERf: ANGElA WAITE SnJDENf RrorAL
Storer recital hall, 7 p.m.
• DANCE: KENYoN CollEGE DANa ENsEMBu SPRING CoNCERT
Bohon Tbeate; 8 p.m.
• DRAMA: BEYOND THFJIAPYBY CHwsroPHER DURANG
KC,8p.m.
6th • WOIlSHIP: MErnOOIST SElMCE
Epworth United Methodist Quud" 10:15 a.m.
• WOIlSHIP: EmnPALSElMCE
Church of the Holy Spirit 10:30 a.m.
• CoNCERf: CoRNERSrONES
Storer, 7 p.m.
• DRAMA: BEYOND THFJIAPYBY CHRISIDPHER DURANG,
KG, 8 p.m.
• FD.M: THE DECAl£JGUE:. A FILM SERIES
Higky Auditorium. 10:15 p.m.
AURAL F lXATlON
To be released May 8th
JEANIE BRYSON, Deja Blue
8uRNING AIRuNEs, ldmtikit
OMAns, Ttme isDistance
RosIE FLORES, Spmi of!.Pv<
Lud<y.1IoJ" CoofWion, Throwing "" Game
Mnw<couN. No CWo"
RED House, A NOD TO BOB
BUJENora, C4JIe 54
11/5, AJin" "" Dmma
THEAVAlANOiFS, sma, I f4i You
THE BlA<X CRoIw.s, Limo
Blu.. TnM:kr, Tbe /Jridg<
THE REEL WORLD
Movies Opening This Month
- RE1.F.AsED FRIDAY, MAy 4 ~
• THE MUMMY REnrRNs (BRENDAN FRASER, RACHEL WEISZ, THE ROCK, JOHN
HANNAH, ARNOLDVOSLOO) Sure to be as riveting as its critically sanctified original, The
Mummy returns to box offices and to me: hearts of viewers everywhere. 10 years after the firs'
film has ended, Rick O'Connell and his wife Evelyn are settled in London where they raise
their son Alex. Somehow the mummy, lrnhotep, is resurrected in the British Museum and
emerges to walk the Earth once more. It's O'Connell's responsibility to save the world from
unspeakable evil. With this plot line akin to the works of the great Victorian dramatists and
a stellar performance by the often Oscar-snubbed wreseleneceor'Tbe Rock," this is a cin-
ematic must-see.
~ R.F.u:AsED FRlDAY, MAy 11 ...
• A KNIGHTS TALE (HEArn LEDGER, RUFUS SEWELL, MARK ADDY, I..A.URAFRASER,
PAULBEITANY)Don't be fooled. This work may be loosely based on The Cantn'bury 1izks,
but it wasn't written by the Old English master himself. It is the story of William, a young
squire with a gift for jousting that runs into the unknown author Geoffrey Chaucer, Chaucer
forges a document claiming that William is a knight. The young man sets out to prove
himself worthy of the title and finds romance along the way. You may remember Ledger
from 10 Thing I Hiltt About You, a movie based on Shakespeare's 1ilming of tht ShrtW.
Hmm, typecasting anyone?
... R.E.!..EAsED FJUDAY, MAy 18 ...
• SHREK (MIKE MYERS, EDDIE MURPHY, CAMERON DIAZ, JOHN Lrrucow, VINCENT
CAsSEL)Another one of those crazy computer animated things from Drearnworks, Shrtk is
a once-upon-a-time story of an ornery ogre named Sheek and the annoying fairy tale charac-
ters that invade his life. Sheek makes a deal with the evil lord Farquaad to rescue the beautiful
princess Fiona to be his wife. But the evil dragon guarding her could be the least ofShrek's
problems, So he makes a deal with an evil Lord and forces a princess to marry him? And this
is a children's movie? What ever happened to good 01' fashioned Muppet movies?
• ANGEL EYES OENNIFER loPEZ, JIM CAVluEL, ALFONSO ARAu, JEREMY SISTO AND
SONIABRAGA)Okay, so movie star, pop Star, and recent designer of]. Lo Fashions, is there
anything this girl doesn't do? Is anybody else having flashbacks to 1988 soft drink Commer-
cials featuring the slogan "Be Knows?" A policewoman in Los Angeles high crime district
struggles to balance the pressures of work and an abusive childhood. Her life is saved by a
man who's lost his wife and child in a car accident and. of course. romance follows. Ab,
nothing is better than summer love based on a shared history of catastrophic family tragedy
and deep psychological trauma.
.. RELEAsED FRIDAY,MAy 25 ~
• PEARL HAuoR (BEN AFFLECK, JOSH HARNElT, KATE BECKINSALE,CUBAGooDINe
JR.. ALEc BALDWIN)If you've seen the uailer for this movie, you may not realize that there
actually is a movie that goes along with it. And even though the actual film could never live
up to its pre-screening hype, surely swarms of summer movie gaers will stand in line for this
one, During the time of the Japanese bombing of Pearl Harbor, two friends:are caught up in
the events that draws the United States into World War II. One flies for the U.S. A..rm.yAir
Corps and the other flies for the British Royal Air Force, but both somehow manage to faI.I
in love with the same woman. Who cares about the movie? I am just waiting for the inevi-
table soundtrack techno remix of "Banle Hymn of the Republic. n
FINAL EXAMS CHEDULE :
'Tl1ESDAY: 8:30 PFroOD 3
1:30 PFroOD 2
6:30 PFroOD A
8:30 PFroOD B • FRIDAY:
1:30 PFroOD 8
6:30 PFroOD D
• WEDNFSDAY: 8:30 PFroOD 4 • SA:ruRoAY:
1:30 PFroOD 1
6:30 PFroOD 6
8:30 PFroOD E
1:30 PFroOD 7
6:30 PFroOD 5
DIREcr All COMMENTS & SUGGFSTIONS TO P. F. KLUGE AT KLUGEF@KENYON.EDU
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Inthe beginning ...
In the beginning, when God created Kenyon, Ohio was a formless
void and darkness covered the hill. And God said, "Let there be intel-
lectuallight," and there was Kenyon College.And God saw that Kenyon
was good.
And God marked through the earth a path, and He saw that it was
in the Middle. And the path was paved with little tiny stones that stick
in your boots and sink in the rain and dissolve in the winter. And God
saw the little stones, and He saw that they were good.
And God created man and placed him on the hill.-Andthe man was
lonely, and so God also created woman and put her on the hill as well.
And the man said, 'This at last is bone of my bone and flesh of my
flesh. Let us share from this keg and hook up." And the twain were
joined and God saw that it was good.
Then the woman demanded equal housing and so God separated
the men from the women. And the men he called "Greek Council" and
the women he called "Crozier Center for Women." And there was a flag
football game, and God saw that it was good. And others did not, and
they cried out to the multitude, '1)0 no: do this wicked thing." And
Kenyon heard their cries, and they were drowned in the deluge of all-
student e-mails.
And God said to Oden, "Go from your country to the hill I have
shown you. Iwill make from you a great endowment. And you shall
seek this endowment and all of Kenyon will be great." And Oden went
and he sought the endowment and at the end of his fifth year, the en-
dowment was reached.
.And then God said, :'A1lthose who leave this hill must give back,
and It shall be that they give 100 percent." But the students turned their
faces away and gave only 40 percent.
And so God sent 10 plagues upon his people and these were snow-
balls and tigers and frisbee golfers and allstu wars and ladybugs and
com~ and Garden fish and impeachments and overpriced coffee and,
then, in the spring time, there were visit days and the campus was over-
crowded.
Now the students were of one language and the same words. And
they said to one another, "Corne, let us govern ourselves in Senate and
Student Council." And God came down and confused the Senate and
the Student Council, so they could not understand one another'sspeech.
And a great babble rose up from the Senate and the Student Council so
that none could discern rhyme or reason or purpose. '
And God created a paper, and he placed in its dominion all of the
multitude of Kenyon. And the paper was called the Collegian.And God
,saw the paper, and He saw that it was good.
And .the multitude cried out against the paper, and said that it per-
fanned Wickeddeeds.And the multitude cried to God to smile the wicked
~Ile.gianites. And God ignored them and said to the Collegianites, '.'The
lime IS come to sleep." And sleep they did.
And God saw that it was good.
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The opinion page is a space for members of tile community to discuss issues relevant
lothe ca~pusand the world at large. Theopinioll5 expressed on this page belong only
to the --:nter. Columns and letters to the editors do nol reflect the opinionsof the Kenyon
Co/legum staff. All members of the community are welcome 10 express opinions
through a letter to the editors. The Kenyon CQ/legianreservestherighltoedit all letters
submitted for length and clarity. The Collegion cannot accept anonymous or
pseudonymous leiters. Leuers must be signed by individuals, not organizations, and
must be. 20? words or less. Letters must also be received no laterthan the Tuesday prior
to ~ubhcatlon. T~e Kenyon Collegian prints as many letters as possible each week
subJecl to space, nuerest and appropriateness. Membersofthe editorial board reserve
the right to reject any submission. The views expressed in lhe paper do not necessarily
reflect the views of Kenyon College.
. , Office: Chase Tower at the top of Peirce Hall's main stairway
Mailing address; The Kenyon Coflegiun, Studeru ActiviliesCenter, GalJlbier, OH 43022.
Business address: P.O. Box 832, Gambier, OH 43022
E-mail address: collegian@kenyon.edu
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Phone numbers: (740) 427-5338, 5339
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BYJENNY MCDEVITI
Senior Staff Columnist
If I had to. do it all over
again, I would still come to
Kenyon College. But my four
years might have looked a little
different.
I would not have taken cal-
culus at 8 a.m. my freshman year.
I would not have taken a physics
course the next semester. I would
still take Shakespeare with Elise
Marks. In fact, I'd take that class
four times over again if I could.
I would have waited to take U.S.
History with Will Scott until se-
nior year, because he doesn't
make seniors take the final. But I
wouldn't have known that he'd
be on sabbatical my senior year,
so I guess that one worked out
after all.
I would still play field
hockey, at least that first year. I
would still work for the Colle-
gian, but I'm not sure I would
agree to be an editor so soon, if I
had todoit all over again. Maybe,
maybe not. Iwould still stay up
late, maybe later, because I'd re·
alize that yearwould be the least
work I'd have until it was time to
graduate. I would not eat so many
Cove cookies, and Iwould have
discovered Moose Tracks
milkshakes much, much earlier.
I would have skipped more
classes freshman year, and less
classes senior year, or maybe
that's the other way around. I'm
not sure anymore. I would have
said more things in person and
less things over e-mail.
J would still take Professor
Lentz's American Lit. class
sophomore year, and if I were
doing it all over again, I'd spend
more time working on his as-
signments. And no, he'll never
be anything but "Professor
Lentz" to me. Some titles never
change. I don't think I would
have played field hockey this
time around. I would have gotten
Phil Hand,
'I would go to the Trustees dinner, but 1would
tell them that I'll never be a Trustee, because
I'll never make that kind of money, nor do 1
want to. I would change that dinner conversa-
tion to something that interested me a little
more.'
involved with the Christian com-
munity sooner.
I would try to avoid getting
the flu, and heat stroke, for that
matter. I would still spend all
that time with my friends who
graduated that year, although I
might not have walked home
alone after The X-files so much.
I would never agree to be the
News Editor for the Collegian.
It's just not my style.
But Iwould still take over as
Editor-in-Chief of this paper my
junior year, though I wouldn't
take five classes at the same time.
I'd still take people with me down
to Honduras. I would attempt to
sleep more. I wouldstill walk all
the way to United Dairy Farmers
with my roommate just for a
milkshake, and then walk all the
way back, especially when we
should have been studying for
finals. I would still wear my in-
door soccer shoes to Phling.
This year J would take more
pictures. [ would never sign up
for two' more 8 a.m. classes. I
would be a tour guide. I wouldn't
get my Collegian columns turned
in so late. I would still take Tim
Shutt's Divine Comedy class. I
would stay up later. I would even
watch some of that horrible show,
Dawson's Creek, just because
some of my roommates did. I
would get rid of my stereo before
the spiders hatched.
1 would go to the Trustees
dinner, but I would tell themths I
I'll never be a Trustee, because
I'll never make that kind of '
money, nor do Iwant to. Iwould
change that dinner conversation
to something that interested mea '
little more.
Iwould end more sentences
in prepositions, because even
though Iknow it's wrong, I like i
the way it sounds much, much
beller. Iwould play frisbee golf,
and I would stare at the night
sky even more than Ido.
I have a feeling that if I
could do it all again, looking. . ,
back as 1 can now only after It s
done, I'd say "thank you" a
whole lot more. I'd complain a
lot less.
And if I were you, and had
any time left at all, be it three
years or (not even) three weeks,
I'd start doing those things now.
Europe $199 one way. Mexico/Caribbean
or Central America $250 round trip plus
tax. Other world wide destinations cheap. If
you can beat these prices start your own
damn airling! Book tickets online
www.airtech.com or toll free (877)
AIRTECH.
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Ohio execution and state-sanctioned hypocrisy
Despite delay, Jay D. Scott's execution date is set; his sentence shows many problems with system
Let us ask you something.
Did you ever gel spanked for
fjghting when you were a kid?
"{WHAP} I'll leach you
not 10 hit you brother
{WHAP}! sister {WHAP}/
cousin {WHAP}!"
Did that make any sense at
all ?
Why hit someone to tell
them that hitting is wrong? The
whole idea is moronic and
hypocritical.
Now imagine that you were
raised by parents who were 14·
years-old when they gal
married and had you along with
ten others. You being lucky
number six.
Understand that your par-
ents did not have eleven of you
guys for religious or family
business reasons.
Add thai, like your broth-
ers and sisters, you were
violently abused and once even
shot at by your father, wit-
nessed your mother getting
abused and stabbed repeatedly
by daddy. And encouraged by
mommy to steal to help the
family survive.
You were nine the first
time you were in corrections
and have been in and out ever
since. 39 years.
Kinda changes things
doesn't it?
This is the life of Jay D.
Scott, the details of which
were not disclosed to the jury
by his public defender.
But wait, there's more:
Last year, Scott was diag-
nosed as suffering from
schizophrenia. Doctors had
previously described him as
"delusional" and as suffering
from major depressive disor-
der wi th "psychotic features."
Ovcr the years his disturbed
'Three Kenyon students (and one gutsy pro-
spective) were holding hands with fifty other
vigil-keepers in front of the Governor's man-
sion in a prayer circle when word of the stay
came through.'
behavior has included setting
fire to his cell, banging his
head against the wall, and
defecating in his food and eat-
ing it.
Obviously these are not
the actions of a sane per-
son.
Nonetheless, this is the
life of Jay D. Scott, previ-
ously scheduled to be
executed on April 17th by
the state of Ohio for the
1984 murder of delicates-
sen owner Vinnie Prince.
And this is the life of
Jay D. Scott, a citizen whose
case is so seriously fraught
with trial misconduct and
violations of international
standards of law, that the
Ohio Supreme Court issued
a temporary stay to re-ex-
amine the case 45 minutes
before the lethal injection
was to proceed.
Three Kenyon students
(and one gutsy prospective)
were holding hands with
fifty other vigil-keepers in
front of the Governor's man-
sion in a prayer circle when
word of the stay came
through.
Allow us to explain: On
April 26, 2000, the UN Com-
mission on Human Rights
adopted a resolution urging
countries not to use the death
penalty "on a person suffer-
ing from any form of mental
disorder or to execute any
such person."
Furthermore, five jurors
from the trial have signed af-
1rom tbe 1lBeptM of l!&bto
~"
/
/
fidavits indicating that they
may have voted differently if
critical mitigating evidence
of mental disorders and an
abusive childhood had been
presented by Scott's anor-
neys.
Did we mention that it
only takes the abstention of
one juror to prevent a death
sentence? As Michael
Manley, State Death Pen-
alty Abolition Coordinator
for Amnesty Inrernational
in Ohio noted, "If this goes
forward, these people will
have to live their lives
knowing they could have
prevented the execution of
Jay Scott."
These egregious com-
plexities have prompted
Amnesty International to re-
quest "Urgent Action"
appeals to Governor Taft-
who, at (614) 449-3555, has
the power to commute Me.
Scott's sentence to life im-
prisonment up to 15 minutes
before the execution-on
behalf of Jay D. Scott. Let-
ters have been pouring in
from over 160 countries and
the one million-plus mem-
bers that make ~p this Nobel
Prize-winning organization.
Less than a week ago, the
state issued the new execu-
tion date of May 15,2001 for
Jay D. Scott.
And yet, the global com-
munity is up in arms about
this case-shouldn't we be,
too?
Lin rFR 'ro TII~ EDrIOR
Psi Upsilon apologizes for invitation
On behalf of the Psi Upsi-
lon fraternity, I would like to
officially apologize for the in-
vitation sent to many students
for a party on March 24. As the
guest column that appeared in
the April 19 Collegian stated,
the invitation did not live up to
the standards we hold ourselves
to. I agree with the essential
premise of that column, how-
ever, I disagree with the
column's reasoning. The au-
thors of that column believe
that the invite was making a
statement about the attractive-
ness of Kenyon women and in
that regard it was sexist. It is
ridiculous to think that we were
. making a comment on how
pretty or ugly Kenyon women
are. From our perspective the
invite was supposed to be
funny, not a comment on the
way women look in various
states of mind. The real prob-
lem with the invite, as the
opinion piece should have
pointed out. but didn't, is that
it perpetuates a widely held
belief at Kenyon that alcohol
facilitates sex: that you need to
be drunk to hook up. That idea,
perhaps more than any other, is
what leads to sexual assault on
this campus and for our part in
perpetuating that myth, we
apologize.
Let me say, however, that
this apology is not for the
people who only see negatives
to push forward their own agen-
das. Too many times have I
seen columns or articles about
sexual assault that have noth-
ing to do with sexual assault at
all but some periphery motive,
like a comment on Greek life
or some other ulterior agenda.
Bringing up the Pimps and
Hoes party when we have made
the conscious decision not to
ever throw that party again
shows that it is not sexual as-
sault that these people are
interested in but a greater com-
ment on Greek life in general
hidden behind the pretense of
'.
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caring. The protest of the Greek
Council/Crozier Center for
Women football game and
cook-off is a perfect example
of people who pretend to care
about sexual assault, but chose
to protest a charity event that
has everything to do with try-
ing to eradicate sexual assault
on this campus. This apology
is for the people who don't have
so limited a vision and are will-
ing 10 work together in making
the Kenyon campus as safe a
place as it possibly can be. As
I end my presidency this week,
I have gollen the assurance
from the members of my fra-
ternity who will be coming
back next year that no invita-
tions or party themes that mix
sex and alcohol will take place
in the future. I am sure that
they will honor that promise,
and if they don't, Iam sure that
you all will let them know about
it.
Harry Canellakis '01
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Franklin encourages students to broaden views
BY STEPHANIE CUTTS
SlaffWriter
Field trips aren't just going to
be for elementary school students
anymore. The college will offer a
new program for students offering
a variety offield trips to often over-
looked sires in the local area.
Sam Franklin '02 has led the
way in creating this program after
going through a similar one him-
self. Franklin has been meeting
with Dean for AcadcmicAdvising
Jane Martindell and other mem-
bers ofthe faculty trying to gel this
program started. When Franklin
approached the administration
they told him they had been think-
ing about a program to orient stu-
dents (0 Knox County as well.
After taking some experimen-
lallearning classes during a semes-
ter in Philadelphia, Franklin re-
turned to Kenyon inspired to start
a similar program. The program
.had to do with urban politics and
society. His class would take "un-
believable" field trips to places
such as prisons, drug rehabilitation
centers or the office of an emer-
gency shelter. He saw how the pro-
gram, "makes you think about
things you wouldn't otherwise."
Doing something lib: this can
teach people much more about a
situation than months spent in the
classroom listening to a professor
lecture on social issues. Franklin's
Russell Smith
Sam Franklin '02 begins srudenr field trip project in Knox County.
teacher in Philadelphia told him
that every time she goes out to
these places she learns something
new about people. Their stories are
always different. This motivated
Franklin even more; if an expert is
still 'being changed, these stories
must have an even greater impact
on those who don't deal directly
basis with people who are in reha-
bilitation centers or who are
evicted from their homes.
Seeing these hardships and
hearing the stories has a greater
effect than simply talking about
them. Franklin makes the point
that the people who usually go to
the discussions on campus are al-
ready involved. Franklin wants.to
make a program that will appeal
to every type of student at
Kenyon--one where these stories
will reach the majority of the stu-
dent population, not just the minor-
ity that is already involved.
Franklin hopes this program
Student provides stress tips
BYMELISSADUKE
StaffWrlrer
Exam time is undoubtedly the
bane of college students. Problems
with the boyfriend, bad grades on
a paper, disputes with maniacal
professors-c-nothing compares to
the stress wrought by exams, de-
signed to test the limits of your
memory. You can always tell when
it is exam time on a school cam-
pus. Students walk around in their
pajamas looking half-dazed, emo-
tions are raw and tears are never
far beneath the surface. While we
are helpless to abolish exams al-
together, there arc methods that
help mitigate the stress they inflict
If you are truly overwhelmed,
the best way to approach the
monumental task of studying may
be with a "triage" mentality. Or-
ganize the material for each class
into the following groups: what
you know really well, what you
could know with a little effort and
what you really donot know atal!.
Focus your studying on the middle
category. Review what you know
really well for a short bit, but it
will be of no benefit to stare for
hours at the piles of papers in the
latter group; you will simply sap
your energy, your patience and
your time. If you can only sal-
vage part of the class, put your
effort where it will make a dif-
ference.
Frequent and productive
study breaks are a necessary part
of the studying regime, too. Do not
study for more than an hour and a
half without taking ten minutes to
walk around, stretch, drink a soda
or just lie comatose on the floor. It
is also important to make sure you
eat. While there is conflicting evi-
dence over whether digestion en-
hances one's memory, one knows
that food provides energy, and it
takes energy to study. So fill up on
fine Aramark cuisine or keep Papa
John's phone number nearby.
If you are absolutely inun-
dated and cannot cope with
studying anymore, stop by the
Comfort Zones sponsored by
Student Affairs. For solitary
methods of coping, try lighting
an aroma therapy candle, turning
off the lights in your room, ly-
ing on your back and taking deep
breaths ..or try a few simple yoga
techniques: stand with your feet
shoulder-width apart, grasp your
hands together and raise them over
your head until you are pointing
at the ceiling. Reach upward as far
you can go, and then slowly return
your hands to your sides.
Brian Warner '03 advocates
the use of music to relieve tension:
"I play.:. music to cope with the
stress." Daniel Klepfer '03 cham-
pions a complete revamping of
one's exam mind-set. "Don't
stress, do whatever you need to do
and whatever happens happens."
Exams are truly a terrible
time: However, if all else fails,
consider that exams are only a
finite period of torture. Perhaps
more importantly, they herald
the coming of summer vaca-
tion~a time of laxity, lethargy
and utter somnolence without a
single textbook in sight.
Features Brief
Parish begins rummage sale
Harcout Parish will be household items, unbroken
collecting items for thier an- small appliances, unopened
nuaI September rummage sale. food packages, etc. are wel-
Boxes will be placed around come. The sale not only ben-
campus on Saturday and vol- efits returning Kenyon stu-
unteers will begin collecting dents, but also families from
on May 8, ending on May 20. all across the county.
Clean, usable clothi ng, Proceedes of the sale are used
linens, bedding, shoes, storage to fund Harcourt Parish out-
bins, racks, toiletrie carriers, reach programs.
will be fun for people: "I think this
is such an awesome approach to
education in general." He was
careful to point out, "It is not a
community service project." It is
not designed as a sermon to lee-
ture people about not doing drugs
or staying out of trouble or to force
them to make up their minds about
an issue. Franklin hopes to chal-
lenge them to evaluate their own
beliefs.
Generally, student conversa-
tions revolve around when the next
paper is due or last-minute cram-
ming for final exams. Franklin
questioned how today's students,
the future leaders of society, can
make the best decisions if they do
not truly understand the life cir-
cumstances with which they are
dealing.
A program like Franklin's will
give students this perspective.
Franklin hopes, "every one is going
to come away really thinking about
this stuff."
Some ideas have been added
to the program. Aside from deal-
ing with heavy issues the program
will also be used to get students
involved off campus and to take
advantage of these opportunities in
the Knox county area.
The coordinators are hoping
to have activities like canoe or
fishing trips that take advantage
of the outdoors, and field trips
that would expose students to
Knox county's rural life. Trips
would take students to farms or
live stock auctions. Franklin
questioned how many student
have spent any real time on a
farm or know what farm life en-
tails, despite the fact that the
campus is surrounded by rural
area.
The collaboration of differ.
ent ideas all have one similar
focus: to make students more
aware of the world right outside
the little village on a hill.
Franklin is very optimistic for
success: "I think it is going to be
a sweet program."
He hopes this can become a
strong, active program at
Kenyon. As this is a new and
unusual program for a college
campus, Franklin is working to
make it structured and orga-
nized. He encourages people to
approach him with any ideas.
The program promises to be a
powerful addition to community.
•
What is the best way at procrastinate
during finals?
•
"Starting all-stu wars."
-Rose Tablert '03
"Conquering large parts of Europe:'
-Leeman Tarpley '04
"Oh ... I'll think of something."
-Gregorio Alvarez '01
"Catching air on 229."
-Jake Craven '01
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Outstanding professors recognized at Honor's Day
Lobanov-Rostovsky and Browning win teaching excellence awards for creative classroom and scholarly work
BY lAURA WARECK
StaffWriler
Creativity and diversity
have long been a part of Kenyon
lT3dition. Recently at the Hon-
ors Day Convocation, Kenyon
had the chance to honor two of
itsown professors for these very
qualities. Professor of History
Reed S. Browning and Associ-
ate Professor of English Sergei
Lobanov-Rostovsky both won
the Kenyon College Trustee
Teaching ExcellenceAwards this
year. The two recipients earned
the award, first established in
1999, for their "exemplary
teaching informed by creative
scholarship."
Browning, who won the ten-
ured faculty member award for
thosewho have taught at Kenyon
for more than ten years, recently
wrote the book Cy Young: A
Baseball Life. Browning spoke
BY JILL SAlMON
Senior statrWriter
Kenyon does not sleep away
thelazy summer months or yearn
for the return of its students. ln-
stead, the campus is in full swing
withthe presence of numerous ac-
tivitiessuch as the Kenyon Review
Associate Professor of English
Sergei Lobanov-Rostovsky is one
of two professors honored with
the teaching excellence award.
about his experience writing the
book and emphasized the fun he
had while working on the project.
Browning chose Cy Young, a
pitcher who won a phenomenal
511 games, mainly because he was
Wrilers and the Alithea Creations
mime group.
The largest campus events,
according to Managerof Business
Services Fred Linger, are the
weekly wedding receptions that
are held. at Peirce and Gund.
"We're becoming the wedding
capital for Kenyon alums," said
The Discrimination Advisors recently announced the winners
of thisyear's "ISM" comperirion-a competition in which students
developed creative projects that addressed a fonn of discrimination in
society.Winning projects were displayed Tuesday at the Red Door.
1st Prize ($300): Rebecca Chamberlin and Nick Deifel-c-for
their creative research project on left-handedness and the adjustments
(anddiscrimination) left-handed folks have faced historically.
2nd Prize ($200): Diana Carroll-s-for her literary journal and
poetry "re hererosexism."
3rd Prile (tie-$loo): Ana Rojas-for her creative shon stories
addressinggender discrimination and sexism; and to Kirsten Reiners for a
volumeof poetry and drawings addressing themes of revivalism!
"tevitalism."
Fraternities • Sororities
Clubs. Student Groups
Earn$1,000-$2,000 this semester with the easy
Campusfundraiser.com three hour fundraising event.
Nosales required. Fundraising dates are filling quickly,
~ocall today! Contact Campusfundraiser.com at
t888) 923-3238. or visit www.campusfuocirasier.COID
curious about the man as an ath-
lete and as a fellow Ohio native.
The award also recognized
Browning for his teaching in semi-
nar courses. Browning was both
"surprised and pleased" because
he always fell he was better at lec-
turing. He described seminars as
"challenging and unpredictable,"
but also commented on the fun and
engaging atmosphere present
when they go well.
Browning said that winning
the award was a total shock, espe-
cially since the college gave no
prior hints. When asked what he
plans to do with the $15,000 award
money, Browning admilled that
most of it would be "going into
mutual funds, although he and his
wife will celebrate this summer.
Browning described his work as a
professor as a "wonderful experi-
ence." To be paid to read and write
is loadsoffun. J love Kenyon. It's
been a great place to work. The
Linger, after explaining that at
least one summer wedding is al-
ready planned for every weekend
through the summer of 2002.
Writing and swimming are
two of the most important tradi-
tions at Kenyon, and this carries
over into the summer months.
David Lynn, editor of the
Kenyon Review, created two pro-
grams to bring developing writers
to Kenyon. Twelve years ago, he
started the Young Writers at
Kenyon program, which helps tal-
ented high school students from all
around the country develop a con-
nection between writing and
thinking in response to different
stimuli. The Kenyon Review Writ-
ers is a more traditional workshop
for adults. "The goal of the pro-
gram is for these writers to write
new material," Lynn said. "So,
they work till they drop."
18-22 age group is interesting,
very different now, and I almost
feel like I'm an anthropologist at
times."
Diverse within in the disci-
p'lin e of English, Lobanov-
Rostovsky was recognized for
"the extraordinary variety of his
scholarly and artistic work,
which encompasses not only
important articles and essays but
also poetry and a celebrated se-
ries of novels." Among other ar-
eas, his scholarly works focus on
Shakespearean performances
during the era of Queen Eliza-
beth and King James. He is also
the author of "Belt," "The Blue
Wall," and "Cold Steel Rain,"
three crime novels written under
the pseudonym of Kenneth Abel.
Lobanov-Rostovsky, who
holds a master's degree in ere-
ative writing from Stanford Uni-
versity, and a doctorate in En-
glish from Harvard, is currently
Sports camps are popular in
summertime, and none so presti-
gious as the Total Performance
Swim Camps started by Jim Steen
in 1981. Coach Steen explains the
motive behind starting a camp:
"My wife and Iwanted there to be
a carnp program at the college for
aspiringcompetetive swimmers."
The three programs, two for boys
and girls age 9-17 and a more se-
lective camp, the Elite Sprint
Camp, for boys and girls age 13-
17 attract swimmers from allover
the country, some whom may
eventually decide to attend
Kenyon.
One of the most regular visi-
tors to summer in Gambier is
Alithea Creations-a company
dedicated to continuing the art of
mime. For the past twenty years,
Alithea sponsors a one week semi-
nar designed 10 train mimes of all
on sabbatical. Sitting in the au-
dience, unrobed and away from
other members of the faculty, the
award was a total surprise for
him. He expressed his pleasure
at being recognized during
Honor's Day, saying that he
came 10 the ceremony to see "the
students being honored. II's one ~
of the greatest days on the cal-
endar because we as faculty get
to watch our best students rec-
ognized for their work."
Lobanov-Rosrovsky added
that the award makes it possible
for him 10 continue writing and
researching. "Most of the time
and focus at Kenyon, rightly, is
in the classroom. The award is a
nice way to connect both writ-
ing and teaching, to incorporate
the two. It's a nice feeling to
know that people think highly of
you and your work. I'm excited
to get back to the classroom next
year."
skill levels. Oftentimes, the mimes
will finish up their training by par-
ticipating in the popular Gambier
4th of July parade.
Kenyon is attracted to large
long-term groups which will fill up
the schedule and the rooms. These
groups require low maintenance
and bring in higher revenues.
Kenyon does not need to advertise
because the groups contact the col-
lege, which gives Kenyon the op-
portunity to decide whether to ac-
cept the group or not. Mr. Linger
describes one group that was re-
jeered. "A marching band camp
wanted to come and play up and
down Middle Path. We decided
no--too noisy."
Even though Kenyon appears
frozen in time to its returning stu-
dents, the movement of life and
learning does not stand still while
the students are absent.
PUT A LITTLE SPARK INTOARAMARK
BY ANNEKA LENSSEN
Food Critic
Gentle students, this column
will conclude my tenure as food
columnist for the Collegian. Ihave
enjoyed serving you (figuratively,
that is, donning my imaginary
haimet and apron every week), but
I must now move on 10pursue my
graduation.
It is with a heavy heart that I
propose this last, well, appropri-
ately heavy fare. Here it is y'all, a
gastronomic "happy ending"-a
fat-filled, sugar-laden, Iip-
smackin'dessert:
Creamy No-Bake NuttyN_
(tentatively titled as such for lack
of a beuer description for small,
delicious, yet turd-like, sweets)
In a black plastic bowl, use a
butter knife to 'whip' together a
largish teaspoonful of peanut but-
ter, same of powdered sugar (in-
explicably labeled XXX under its
name in Peirce, as if someone had
mistakenly left out a canister of
insect poison or something. Go
ahead and eat the stuff.) and a
dainty pat of butter.
To perform the verb "whip"
with only a simple butter knife will
require some willpower and lever-
age; give yourself plenty of space
to maneuver and move your arm
in a quick, yet tightly controlled
diagonal circling motion. A deter-
mined gleam in your eye will help
this. Sprinkle into the mix about
six mini marshmallows from the
cocoa dispenser, a non-heaping
teaspoon of oats, a smattering of
sunflower seeds and two teaspoons
of a breakfast cereal of your choice ~
(rice crispies and cornflakes work
best).
Stir this all together, eat a sen-
sible dinner, and then consumel~<
with visible relish. Promise me you
WILLsmack your lips, okay? And
if you'd like to continue to do so
at other mealtimes, (or if you just
miss me), you can check out my
archived recipes on the Collegian
website. Good-bye and have .'-'
fabulous summer full of home-
cooked eating.
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Spring Dance Concert makes light of 'connections'
College Dance Ensemble performance features original work of unprecedented number of students
Turner, [Assistant Professor of
Mathematics] Judy Holdener, [As-
sociate Director of Admissions] Liz
Forman, and others ... as they make
their dance debuts on the Bolton
stage," said Craig-Quijada.
Craig-Quijada also choreo-
graphed "Pillow Prelude," a more
traditional piece with four student
dancers, to accompany the larger
"Chair Pillow."
Shawn's "Polonaise" is recon-
structed for the concert by VISiting
Assistant Professor of Dance Greg
Halloran from the original notations
of movement. According 10
Halloran, the Kenyon performance
will be one of the first times the
dance has been performed from the
notation score. Shawn, a pioneer of
male dance in the 19205, created a
piece which Halloran described as
"agressively masculine. Shawn was
out to prove a point [that men could
dance and still be masculine} and he
proves it very strongly."
While not an official theme forthe
concert, many of the choreographers
focus on the interactions between in-
dividuals and within groups. "Iwould
say that we have such a tightrommu-
nity within the dancers and within the
department because it's such a smaU
department, and we spend so much
time together, itprobably inflcencescor
dances, " said veteran of lhe dance de-
partment Meredith Weaver '01. ''We're
ronstantlyfeedingoffofeachotherand
influencing each other's work and thai
creates unexpected themes."
With her piece "Connect," Betsy
BmOOt '03 explores the random m0-
ments of connection through eye ron-
IacL "People make visual eye contact
and then run away," said Brandt, "It's
about those moments. 'There are sud-
den starts and slops, unexpected ron-
nections. I started to think about those
moments, people catching your eye. I
wanted to explore what is behind that
l1lOf11enL"
IFYOl: GoBY SARAH HARTEditor-in-Chief
What: Spring Dance
Concert
When: Tonight, Friday
and Sarurday, 8 p.m.
Where: Bolton Theater
Community and the connections
between people will take visual form
tonight, Friday and Saturday in the
spring concert of the Kenyon College
Dance Ensemble. Performed atB p.m.
"" in the Bolton Theater, the concert will
showcase student and faculty work as
well as the reconstructions of two his-
torical dances.
The two reconstructions are
"Chair Pillow," one of the first ex-
amples of post-modem dance, created
by Yvonne Rainer in 1970, and
"Polonaise," an all-male dance created
by Ted Shawn in the 1920s.
"Chair Pillow" is reconsructed by
Assistant Professor of Dance Balinda
Craig-Quijada, who described it as
"challenging the traditional concep-
lions, challenging narrative and iheat-
ricality. [Rainer} rebelled to make pe-
destrian, task-oriented pieces." A'l one
wouldesscme, "Chair Pillow" involves
the usc of everyday objects: chairs and
pillows.
The piece is designed to be what
Craig-Quijada called "a big extrava-
ganza," with 20 student dancers joined
by about 17 members of the commu-
nity. "Be on the lookout for cameos by
[Professor ofDrama] Harlene Marley,
[Associate Professor of Physics) Paula
Gil &yes
Dancing with 'everyday objects' are Erika Plank '01, Kristen
Orr '01, Emily Buck '03 and Meredith Weaver '0 l.
ceive US as humans."Part of the focus on community
could stem from the seniors' impend-
ing graduation, said Weaver.
Senior E1i1llbeth McClelland oe-
hberately created autobiographical im-
ages within her piece enlitled "Caritas
is what Imust ravel to," a variation on
a line from one of her favorite poems.
"Caritas means grace and caring," said
McClelland. "It's about an individual
finding a place in the rommunity and
the different emotions that take place
in thai community-isolation,
egression (and] tenderness,"
Senior Anne Swain describes her
piece, "Petderla," meaning"to miss it,"
as an abstract group coming togettier
and breaking apart. For Swain, the idea
started with the more classical Nee-
tume by Chopin, but the music became
too limiting. "I had to come up with
new music in order to create what I
wanted, to createa new piece," she said.
The piece will now be petformed to
Philip Glass's Concerto for Violin and
Orchestra,
"lnasmuch moves a TinyTotaI,"
danced by senior dance students and
choreographed by Adjunct Professor
of Dance Kate Monson, was specifi-
cally chosen for its focus on commu-
nity. "It could besaid itisaboutdcath,"
said Monson, "but not in a morbid,
typical, modem dance sort of way. I
think it's more about oommunity and
how we support each other as burners
and how our intentions sometimes de-
Monson based this piece on an
earlier piece of her creation which to.
cused on motherhood and woman-
hood, but feels the themes translated
well for the senior dance. "It's really
open and [we were] into being indu·
sive," she said. "The idea of commu-
nity was a driving force."
Weaver's piece, "VISUa1 Pulse"
fuses dance with live musicians, stu-
dents Chris Myers '02 and Alex
O'Flinn '03. "'The dancers are reflect-
ing visually what the musicians are
doing acoustically," said Weaver.
"This was a good opportunity to work
with live musicians, which is' a rae
thing .••Chris and Alex being so tal-
entedhasmadetheprocesssmoother."
In junior Lindsay Balsamo's
piece, dancers explore one person's
dream, using the music from the film
Requiem fOra Dream with a Bach Pre.
lude transposed over it.
This concert represents a huge
endeavor by the department, with
more dancers and student choreoga-
phers than have ever worked on acoe
cert, "Iheiechnicalcrew.cosurncde
signers and members of the depart-
ment have put in a lot of work," said
McClellaild, "and it shows in theP"
tormance.
TICkets for the performances can
bepurdlasedtodayandtomorrowfrom
1-5 p.rn. at lhe Bolton Box Otlice,au1
also one hour before each show.
"Breakaway," choreographed by
Elizabeth Wilkinson '03, revolves
around the relationship between the
group and the individual. "[lt uses) very
percussive music and the movement
reflects that," she said
Balioth Craig-Quijada
Rehearsing for ronighrs performance are, clockwise from top: Mike Aoyd '01,
Gil Reyes '01. Steve Ashcroft '01, Todd Juengl.ing '01. Harrison Rivers '04 and
Chaz Beck '0 t.
Senior drama major writes, directs original play
injustices. He portrays a world
that hasn't completely come to
terms with its Holden Caulfields.
"I was angry too as a teenager,"
said Kundrat. "I mean you'vegol
all these hormones running
through your body and no one
really wants to hear about hoW
it makes you feel. It's frustrat"
ing being young. You have all
these adult feelings but everyone
tteats you like a kid."
Besides the adolescents,
Kundrat adds that there is ~,
third character, an older girl whO
threatens the friendship of the
two boys. She's actually the sis-
ter of Dean in the play. Olivel
goes after her." She's the ch~r'
acter who like most older sth-, I
lings, helps bring tbe confhe
into existence.
namics, a lot happening at once."
"Its outcome is disturbing,"
said Kundrat, "but then again so
is accepting adulthood."
It will feature performances
by Jarret Berenstein '01, who
plays Oliver, and Bennet, who
plays Dean. This is Bennett and
Betenstein's "umpteenth time
working together. We're a team,"
said Bennett of Berenstein. Their
mutually avid passion for acting
has broughlthem together for per-
formances in End Game, El
Grande de Coca-Cola and the stu·"
dent play fest. It was the first time,
however, that they had worked
with Kundrat and Ibby Reiley
'02-who portrays Dean's older
sister, Sally, in Night Raid. .
Dean is a 14 year-old "ftom
nowhere mid· America who likes
making bombs and blowing things
up," Bennet said. "He hasn't
grown out of his childhood and is
still into destruction instead of
girls and desire. His sister, Sally,
has an alcohol problem."
According to Kundrat, his
play is "about teenagers. The ac·
tion starts when two teenage
boys, Dean and Oliver, decide to
break up a party with a bunch of
fireworks. I've always been fas-
cinated with the lives of teenag-
ers because I feel like it's a stage
that American culture really
doesn't have a handle on. I read
all these articles about k"ids
shooiing up schools and I won-
der ... does anyone ever listen to
these kids? It's obvious to me
that they're angry."
It's also an ode to modern
IFYou GoBY ADAM IAYlTTStaff Writer
What: Night Raid by
Robert Kundrat '01
When: Tonight,10:15p.OL
and Friday, 8 p.m.
Where: KC Theater
Just one more example of the
many hats worn by artistic Kenyon
students can be seen this weekend
as drama major Robert Kundrat
.,.j. '01 brings his production of Night
Raid to the KC. Perfonnances will
be tonight at 10:15 p.m. and tomor-
row at 8 p.m.
Kundrat is both the play-
wright and ditector of Night Raid.
In the past, he has solely written
his scripts, but this show ptoved
to be an opportunity to fine·tune
his directing. "[It] is strange be- .
cause l've had to teach myself to
• look at the script from a different
perspective," said Kundrat. "Di-
recting is tough; I've discovered
that [this facet of dramatic produc-
tion] involves a lot of compromis-
ing. But that's probably what
makes the best directors ... they're
the best compromisers."
This play is built around the
premise of two teenagers coming-
of-age. But it isn't your tun of the
mill coming of age story: it takes
place in a single evening. Accord-
ing to Brad Bennet '04, "For such
a short piece it's got a lot of dy-
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-COrnerstones'founding members prepare final show
group a capella songs and small
group pieces often accompanied
by guitar or piano, the Corner-
stones bas come a long way
from the first auditions. "We are
singing for God," said
Schneider, "but you still have to
be good. We wanted the audi-
lions to be treated seriously and
become a serious singing group.
~ BY ERIC HARBERSON
Edircr-in-Chief-Four years ago, Senior Pat
Schneider founded the Corner-
stones. Sunday at 7 p.m. in Storer
Recital Hall. Schneider will sing
his final concert with the group.
A Christian singing group
that alternates between large
II's evolved in ways 1 didn't
imagine then."
Two other seniors will be
taking the stage for the last time
with the group. president Erica
Rail and Molly McNamara.
"We'll be losing a lot when
they leave," said vice-president
Adam Sapp '02, "Erica, who is
the president, does an amazing
The Cornerstones rehearse for their Sunday concerr.
BY LUKE WITMAN
.Diversions Editor
The Kokes, Kenyon's immortal
all-malea capella group is set to shock
and entertain audiences once again at
theirspringconcert tomonow at 7 pm.
inRosse Hall.As always, secrecy isthe
ruleinwhatto expectat the ccccert, but
ensemblemembers promise an evoca-
tiveperfonnanoe.
With the abundanoo of a capeUa
gcups on this campus and the preva-
lenceof their concens at the end of the
semester,musiciansreaUy need to wOw
lheiraudiera:sinorderlDdrawaaowd.
This has always been !he Kokes'
mantraaseveryspring they experimont
withnew thing'> and traditionally tJy to
shockaudiences with thematic cos-
A&E BI(IIIS
Jurycandidates play in prestigious recital
TheKenyon CoUege music department will hoot !bespingAngeIa Waite
StudentRecital Sahmlay at 7 pm, in Storer recital hall. The Angela Waite
Recital was established as a showcase for students who excelled in their sec-
ond semestermusic juries and to pn:sent the work ofvarious Kcoyon music
studios.
This semester, 11 students were invited to perfonn. Musicians include
Sam Beddow '02, Alex Barron '04, Maggie Bava '01, _ Chiavaroli '02,
M,""" De Gaetano '01, RacbeI H«hI '04, Rebecca Hoddon '03, J_
MaJsi", '03, Gwyneth Scherperel '02 and 1bni \\llx:aro '03.
Creativewriters to read best of work
Seniorcmuive writing majors will read from their camps tonight at 8
pm. in Peirce Lounge. Readers include Megan Anderegg, Jeff Boyle, Erin
~y, Melissa Drein, Laura Folks, Sarah Gelman, Andy Grace, Emily Guy,
M"Y.Hatch, Brooke ftna<, J.P. Magenis, Sylvia Maya, Dana Mondo, Anne
OJns!;y and Chellis Ymg.
"Creativewriting is as personal and indMduaI as studio art or music, and
Yet those depwtmentx have an exhibWon portion planned into Ibcir comps,•
•• Momssy. "Ve.y few people wriIe _!he intention of DOlbcing read, so
lit< reading lIIl<Nni!heaealive work 10 Uve up 10 ilsCuB puqKl60 and pob:IlIiaI.'
BccsyWdch
Sinaba and omes. This eclectic list
of performers surely hides some
common theme, but group members
are tight-Upped about possibilities,
Bartlett attested that some of
the songs they have chosen to per_
form are really difficult. He said
that the group will be performing
some works that previous a capella
ensembles haven't touched due to
level of difficulty. But this group
has put a lot of time and energy
into creating a really good prod-
uct, and they hope to be able bring
songs to this campus that Kenyon
hasn't heard before.
"Some songs are particularly
difficult. The Frank Sinatra song
has taken a great deal of time be-
job, Pat is our bass and provides
a lot of sound and Molly is our
cheerleader and keeps everyone's
spirits up. When they leave, we'll
be missing leadership, but it will
push us to be better leaders and
take initiative."
"I think they're going to be
fine without us," said
McNamara. "They're going to
be awesome."
The upcoming concert
holds mixed emotions for the
seniors involved. "l'm really
happy and really sad about the
last concert," said McNamara,
"Cornerstones has been the one
thing most important for me at
Kenyon ... What has stayed the
same about the group is its
supportive ness. Although the
people changed, that never
did."
Membership in the group
has religious implications as
well. "My involvement has
been very powerful," said
Schneider. "My faith is rooted
in music-I already have an
emotional involvement with
music -and this just couples
my musical emotion with
words that are spiritually mean-
ingful ... You could call it pray-
ing, but it's more like surren-
dering to the music and diving
cause of its 'jazzy chords;" said
Bartlett. "But all the work we've put
in should payoff. It's coming along
well."
So how does the group plan to
draw crowds this year? Bartlett said,
"People should come to the show be-
cause they will hear songs that no
college a capella group has under-
taken before. I guarantee it."
Tomorrow's show will likely be
full of surprises and, as Bartlett can
attest, some pieces that really make
the group work hard at what they do.
A capella fans might not be wooed
by the spray-painted banners, but if
you want to be entertained by some-
thing different, group members urge
you to attend this concert.
The Kokosingcrs at rehearsal in Rosse Hall.
in. "
Despite its religious focus,
at its heart, the Cornerstones is
still a musical performance
group. "The musical talent has
galien better each year," said
Schneider, "Next year the Cor-
nerstones will go on tour for
the first time, mainly singing
in churches, and there's the
possibility of a CD, too."
"It was something we just .-~
started," said McNamara, "and
Ithink it turned into something
that will continue to be strong
on campus and continue to im-
prove.
The Cornerstones intend to
continue this improvement at
Sunday's concert with songs
that exhibit their musical seri-
ousness. "A lot of them are
v~ry tight and have interesting,
tight harmonies," said Sapp,
"We made a decision to choose
songs characteristic of the
group, but- we wanted ones that
were different and so each
could stand on its own."
Among the artists to be
featured are Jars of Clay, Bur-
lap to Cashmere, DC Talk and
Small Town Poets. As always,
the Cornerstones will provide
a combination of accompanied
and a capella small group and
large group pieces. "Adam
Booth's '03 solo will just be
amazing," said McNamara,
"The song is so perfect for
him."
"We believe very deeply in
every song we sing," said
Schneider, "We have an emo-
tional connection to the songs
... every song has that for us."
•••••••••••••••••• •:~7J-IuS:
• •• Movie-litu: 392.mO •• ••••••••••••••••••• •• •• The Mummy Retarns PO]3 •
• Fri - Thur 7:00,9:30 •
: Sa·Su ]:30,4:30,7:00, :
• 9:30 •• •• •• lOwn aad Country R •
• Fri - Thur 5:00, 7:]0, 9:20 •
• Sa - Su ]2:40,2:50,5:00, •• •• 7:10,9:20 •
• •
•0. Night .. McCool's R •
: Fri - Thur 5:00, 7:00. 9:00 :
• Sa - Su 1:00,3:00,5:00 •
• 7:00,9:00 •• •• •
• DrivflI P013 •
• Fri - Thut 5:10,7:20,9:30 •• •• Sa - Su 12:50, 3:00,5:10 •
• 7:20, 9:30 •• •
: FreddIe Got FlDgemI R : ..
• Fri -Thur 5:15,7:15,9:15 •
• Sa - Su ]:15,3:15,5:15 •• •• 7:1~, 9:15 •
• •
• CrocodIle DaDdee inLA PO"
: Fri - Thur 5:10,7:10,9:10 :
• Sa- Su 1:]0.3:10,5:10. •
: 7:10,9:10 :
• •e11ltAdw:abacsotJaeDfrtPG13 •
: Fri . Thur 5:20, 7:20,~.20 :.
• Sa-Su 1:20,3:20.5:20, •
• 7:20, 9:20 •• •• ••••••••••••••••
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Dysfunctional characters struggle to help selves
GREAT production of Beyond Therapy directed by first-year student shows much promise
BY PETE HORAN
Staff Writer
Even the waiter is nuts. In
fact, despite the main
character's obvious disposition
as a basket-case, everyone of
lJie characters in Christopher
Durang's Beyond Therapy is
just thai: past the psychoana-
lytical point of no return. The
play is directed by first year
Jillian Levine-Sisson. Ben
Hahn '03 is her "wonderful"
production stage manager.
Levine-Sisson has always
been a fan of Durang. In this
particular play, she said his
better aspects.shine.
"The events and characters
are somewhat unrealistic," said
Levine-Sisson, "but the emo-
tions they have are very real,
so it ends up being very dark
comedy. You laugh at actual
tragedy because of how un-
likely everything seems to be."
Levine-Sisson has been di-
recting one-acts since high
school, and even came to
Kenyon because they would let
her direct, as she said with a
grin, "without having to cen-
sor the play." She said the ba-
sic point of the play, as de-
scribed by Durang himself, is
how therapy can "both hinder
and help" a person.
The cast she is working
with "rocks my world," she
said, and "always find[s] fun-
nier things to do with every
scene, "
Chris Roberts '04 plays
II' You Go
What: Beyond Therapy
by Christopher Durang
When: Saturday and
Sunday, 8 p.m.
Where: KCTheater
Bruce, the main character. Bruce
is homosexual but is trying to meet
women through personal ads.
Roberts says, "He cries a lot and
is sensitive, and he's affected by
his therapist more than anything
else." ,
Bruce's therapist, Charlotte,
is played by Cassie Brown '03.
"She's insane," said Brown.
"She always thinks everything is
all right. She's also a child psy-
chologist, so she lives in this de-
luded world of optimism."
Charlotte is also Bob's
therapist. Bob is Bruce's male
lover, who is played by Wes Raj
'04. "Bob is a little irrational and
over-dramatic, jealous lover."
Sabina Theodore '02 plays
Prudence, the woman Bruce
keeps meeting through the per·
sonal ads, and who Bruce even-
tually falls for. Levine-Sisson
explains how Prudence is the
character with the most amount
of empathy.
"She's a true heroine, and
the audience will feel for her,"
said Levine-Sisson. Sabina's
character, she said, is a prime
example of the irony and dual-
ism of Durang's characters.
BeayWekh
oms R.obem '04 is cOmforted by Bobby Bloch '04, Wes Raj '04 and Cassie Brown '03 as he breaks into tears IM2: dinner.
"She is probably the least dence flips in and out of mania. freel"
prudent of all," said Teodore. Even the waiter burnt a school Beyond Therapy will be
Prudence's own therapist, down. Everyone should enjoy shown in the KC Saturday and
Stewart, is played by Michael this play. It's very funny, and it's Sunday, May Sand 6 at Sp.m.
Allen '04. ,..' ".....:. '. -.n·ram··a""'" ards." ."He is a real bastard," said J:1t.'n
Allen, "He either has slept or
wants to sleep with just about ev-
eryone. He is definitely not a good
person."
Bobby Bloch '04 plays An-
drew. "He's just a crazy waiter,"
said Bloch.
Levine-Sisson said every
character has two sides to them.
"Bruce tries constantly to be ma-
cho, but cries all the time. Pro-
The following awuds were presented 10 lIlel1lbeQl ol t1le.senior <lass
during lheApril14 pe<funnauoe olEI GranIkFC... ¢!l>fo.
J_ Wood ... tdAward'll>rBestF .... k __
Devon de Mayo for Sylvia in Sylvia
Paul Newman"AWard tor Best Male l'ertorawI<e
James Kinney for Pa1eio Bum 71Jis
AsCord Award for l;oatrlbulIoll to Ilraala
Erika Plank .
TEl EVISION PREVIEWS
Swvivor finale promises ratings.suspense and heroic rescue of rice can
BYLUKEWITMAN
Diversions Editor
Perhaps the biggest televi-
sion event of the season will
take place tonight as millions
of viewers across the nation
tune in to find out who will be
the next "survivor." The two
hour series finale of CBS'
breakthrough reality drama
Survivor, The Austr attan
Outback is set to hit the small
screen tonight at 8 p.m. The
show will be followed by a
one-hour reunion episode,
where former outback cast-
a'l$ays come together to share
their survival experiences.
The show has burned up
Nielson 'Boxes every week
since its Superbowl Sunday
piemiere as its wide fan circle
has sat riveted to Survivor's
unique brand of nonstop
drama. The new season, al-
though conspicuously devoid
of Susan's redneck banter and
B.B.'s deere pet hygiene prac-
tices, has still managed to re-
turn as the topic of ubiquitous
water cooler conversation.
The cornerstone of net-
work television's new fascina-
tion with reality programming,
Survivor began with 16 cast-
aways deserted in a remote re-
gion of the Australian
Outback. They were divided
into two teams: Ogakor and
Kucha. Every week the two
teams got together and com-
peted for 'immunity.' The team
that lost the 'immunity chal-
lenge' was forced to hike off
into tbe woods and vote one
member out of their tribe.
When only ten members re-
mained, the groups merged
into the unique Barramundi
tribe, where prospective survi-
vors were forced fa fight for
their own immunity. Tonight,
only two tribe members will
remain and the last seven
ousted Outbackers will vote on
the final survivor-the recipi-
ent of the one million dollar
grand prize.
Although there has been
much debate about how the
.second season has stacked up
to the first, no one can deny
that the Australian Outback has
been far more harrowing then
the comparatively placid South
Seas locale. Viewers have seen
the gory slaughter of a wild pig,
bloodthirsty Michael's sanguine
immersion in the Kucha camp-
fire as well as Keith and Tina's
heroic rescue of the rice can
from a flooded Barramundi
beach. Nothing in the first sea-
son compares to these dramatic
scenes.
The second season has also
invariably given the viewing au-
dience more people that we love
to hate. Arrogant Richard and
sharp-tongued 'Susan have been
replaced with an entire troupe of
loathed individuals. And surely
nobody in the history of Survi-
vor has ever been disliked as
much as the Outback's aspiring
actress Jerri. Audiences every-
where applauded with a fervor
when this utterly contemptible
individual was finally voted out
of the tribe.
In tonight's two-hour season
finale, ultra-Texan Colby, ego-
maniacal Keith and saccharin:
sweet Tina will come together in
the game's final challenges to
determine the true outback Sur-
vivor.
Colby has been given the
best odds to walk away with the
million, and rightly so consider-
ing that he has won almost ev-
ery reward and immunity chal-
lenge since the tribes merged.
Known primarily for his rugged
cowboy nature and his luxury
item-the Texan flag-Colby
could easily go all the way if he
manages to win the last immu-
nity challenge. If he doesn't
though, Tina or Keith might very
well vote him out. In Survivor,
the strong seldom survive.
Tina is second on
everyone's score sheets, maybe
just as much because of her
sweeter than molasses personal-
ity as for her ultra-manipulative
second nature. Tina made a mark
on every viewer's mind earlier
in the season when she voted
"Mad Dog" Maralyn out right
after Maralyn pledgedthe duo's
undying bond. TIna has an alli-
ance with Colby which could
maybe guarantee her a place in
the final two. But if Colby
chooses to compete against the
more disliked of the remaining
two, Keith is definitely a far su-
perior choice.
Keith is definitely the most
disliked of the remaining cast-
aways, a four-star chef that
gained fame for his failure 10
boil rice. Keith is definitely the
marginalized one oftbe remain-
ing trio and by far the long shot
for the final win. But his recent
Outback proposal to his new Ii-
ancee via a brief Internet chat
might have gained him a little
sympathy. And of course he has
Richard Hatch on bis side. Who
would have ever guessed thai
scoundrel would walk away with
the prize?
So tune in tonight to find out
who host Jeff Probst will crown
the newest survivor. Surely mil-
lions of viewers will be out there
rooting for the underdogs and
jeering at the scoundrels. And
who knows-maybe we'H get
another biting soliloquy like
Sue's season-ending monologue
last season. In any case, you'll
want to see it if only to under-
stand what all that water cooler
conversation is about on Friday.
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Ladies Lax Crushes Oberlin to earn tourney bye
Kenyon Finished second in NCAC with 5-2 record. Will
play in conference tournament semi-final Saturday at horne
Softball: hKibIwardtorextyear
BYADAM ATWELL
Scaff Reporter
The Kenyon women's la-
crOsse team routed visiting
Oberlin Ihis Saturday, 18-5, 10
secure second place in the North
Coast Athletic Conference
slandings. Kenyon finished the
regular season 5-2 in NCAC
playand 6-5 overall. The sec-
ond place finish gives the la-
dies a bye i'n the opening quar-
ter-final round of the NCAC
tournament. That semifinal
game will lake place at home
Saturday at 5 p.m.
Kenyon jumped out 10 an
early lead against Oberlin and
never looked back. Jesse Fertig
'02 scored twice in the game's
first five minutes 10 set the
toile. Annie Huntoon '04
scored three goals in the first
half to lead Kenyon to a 9-2 ad-
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16
Afterwinning the last game of the
regular season, the Ladies seem
contentwith their perfonnance this
year.
"This years season has gone
well," said Spensley. "The tearn
wasgreat and we had the poten-
tialto win a few more games than
our final record will show. The
vantage at halftime. The bar-
rage continued after the inter-
mission; the Ladies went on a
four-goal run early in the half
to put the Yeowomen away.
Huntoon finished with four
goals, and Gwen Ockenlaender
'03 added a hat trick to lead
Kenyon's scorers.
Defenseman Shannon
Maroney '01, who added two
goals, said, "I was really proud
of what we accomplished
against Oberlin. We came out
strong and ended strong-
Oberlin never really had a
chance. Annie had an incredible
game at center, and both the de-
fense and offense stepped it up
to the high level of lacrosse that
we've been playing at for the
past couple weeks."
On the other side of the tour-
nament bracket, first seed
Denison (7-0, 8-4) awaits the
program has come a long way
in four years and Ibelieve that
the returning players will
have an even better season
next year. Coach Ferguson has
done some great things in her
first season at Kenyon and I
am excited to see what bap-
pens with the program in the
next few years."
lordsTenniswins two
BY CLAIRE LARSON
Slali" Reporter
The Lords tennis team gar-
neredtwo wins this week and is
still waiting on the decision in
thethird match. The match was
interrupted by rain with the
Lordsahead 2-D. This week the
lords lopped Ohio Wesleyan
University 7-0 and Capital Uni-
versity, 5-2. The Lords have a
recordof an even nine wins and
ninelosses.
One win added this week was
againstOhio Wesleyan, which was
played last Thursday. Kenyon
s:veptthe opponents with a 7-0
Victory.Josh Katzman '01 and
KeenanHUghes '03 creamed the
numberone doubles team with an
8-0 Victory. Both of the other
doublesmatches were won at 8-
I, With the fierce team of Jarin
Jaffe'01 and Scott Schoenberger
'03playing at the number two po-
sition and the new team of sopho-
mores Drew Seaman and Matt
Chowning playing at the number
three position. Each Kenyon
player won their singles match
without letting their opponent win
any more than five games in both
sets.
The second win of the week
for the Lords was on Monday ver-
sus Capitol University. The Lords
stole all three doubles matches and
only gave up two singles matches,
leaving Kenyon with five and
Capitol with two. .
Dan Villiers '01 had a phe-
nomenal three set match at the
number five position. He lost
the first set at a close 5-7, yet
he managed to come back and
win the second 6-3. Finally, in
the third set Villiers fought all
the way to the end, taking the
win in a tiebreaker.
winner between Wittenberg and
Ohio Wesleyan. Denison is the
three-time defending champions
of the NCAC and, with their un-
defeated conference record, are
heavy favorites to four-peat. The
winner of the tournament will
earn an invitation to the NCAA
Division III tournament.
But before Kenyon can
. worry about Denison and the fi-
nals they have to get by Wooster
. which will be no easy task. The
Scots finished just behind the
Ladies in third and will be look-
ing to avenge their close loss just
a few weeks ago.
Maroney said, "Wooster is a
skilled team with a number of
aggressive players, but Ihave all
the confidence in the world in
my teammates right now."
Kenyon will face the College of
Wooster in the semifinal game
Saturday at 5 p.m. at home.
Anne- Marie Lawlor lays down a bune
Although Hughes lost at
the number two position, he
played a tough match against
a difficult opponent. His cppo-
nent has made it to nationals
the past two years, but Hughes
battled and lost at a very close .
4-6,5-7.
Finally on Tuesday the
Lords challenged Wooster. Af-
ter a back and forth battle,
Katzman and Hughes won their
doubles match 9-7 at the num-
ber one position. And to add to
their amazing winning streak.
Jaffe and Scboenberger won
number two doubles with a
commanding score <!f8-3. Due
to rain, Ihe only singles matcb
completed was Katzman's win
at number three. The match
will be finished Thursday at
4:30 p.m. wilh Lynaugh. Jaffe
and Villiers all up cue set.
This coming weekend the
Lords will be traveling to
Oberlin for the much anticipated
conference tournament. The
Lords hope to seek revenge on
bolh Denison and Wittenberg
after losing 10 Ihem in tight
matches during the season. The
team musl finish first or seconde-
in Ihe Conference tournament in
order to qualify for Nationals the
following weekend.
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Senior Ladies run well in
BYROB PASSMORE
Senior StaffReponer
Last Friday the women's
track team tuned up and threw
down at the Wooster Classic in fi-
nal preparation for Conferences
this Friday and Saturday. The
unscored meet primed the Ladies
'1~r their final showdown of the
season al Ohio Wesleyan this
weekend.
The 5000-meter run,the long-
BYJAYHElMER
Sports Editor
The year for the Kenyon Col-
lege Baseball team is not turning
out as well as expected. Losers of
eight straight including sweeps by
nationally-ranked Allegheny and
Wooster, the Lords went into last
weekend's game still searching for
their 12th win.
The team spent their Summer
Send Off playing a doubleheader
against the Terriers of Hiram, cur-
rently ranked third in the NCAC
Eastern Division with a record of
19-13. They came back after suf-
fering two hard losses 7-1 and 13-
4.
In the first game, the Terriers'
offense wasn't explosive,just con-
sistent, scoring one run in each of
their first four innings, before a
three-run burst in the bottom of the
sixth. As has been the pattern for
the Lords in their losses this sea-
son, their defense was to blame
against Hiram. Kenyon committed
seven errors which led to three
unearned runs, while Chris Lynn
est of the day would mark the end
of one runner's college career and
showcase the improvement of an-
other runner. Jen Fraley '01 took
the track for her last time as a
Lady. She ran a 25:35 to finish
third in the event. Racing around
the track in fine form, Rose Miller-
Sims '03 would emerge victorious
in the 5000-meter. Her time of
21:40 set a new personal best in
the event.
Her improvements did not go
'04 fought hard pitching six in-
nings. On the offensive end the
Lords scored just one run on five
hits, including two by captain Kipp
Corbus '01.
In the second game, the Lords
were down just 3-1 in the third
when Hiram scored six runs to put
the game out ot reach.
Coach Matt Burdette said of
the pair of games, "Games one and
three of the weekend were com-
petitive as we were down only 4-1
going into the sixth inning of the
first game. Chris Lynn pitched well
but offensively we couldn't mus-
ter much against their pitcher. We
didn't play well defensively in that
game or the score might have been
closer that the 7-1 final. Game two
was over rather quickly as they
scored at will early and took us out .
of it. The final was 13-4 and they
controlled the game throughout."
"Sunday was a different
story," said Burdette of the8-4 win
for the Lords. First Carl Weber '02
pitched a nine-inning complete
game allowing just four runs. Sec-
ond, the Lords committed just one
1500 at Wooster
unnoticed by Sara Vyrostek '01.
"Rose had a fabulous race in the
place and had a pretty massive
PRo She has been a really steady
distance runner for us this season,
and has been improving a lot. I
think she's going to have a good
showing at conferences in the
10K."
The sprinting events provided
unexpected success for the Ladies
as Captain Erica Neitz '01 and
Maeve Corish '04 would place
Men's Lax: season ends well
Baseballwins one against Hiram
error. Third, the Lords'balsfinally
woke up. Five players including
captain Pete Malanchuk '02, Pete
Collier '04, Dave Wiant '02,
Bobby Gallivan '02 and Trey Blair
'04 each registered multi-hit
games. The Lords collected 13 hits
on the. day.
"Carl was the key 10 the
game," said Corbus. "Carl is a
gutsy pitcher and puts everything
he has into each game he pitches.
His composure on the mound has
greatly improved and he continues
to show a ton of heart. Nobody ex-
pected us to come in and lake that
last game of the series. Hiram won
the First two games and expected
us to just come and go through the
motions on Sunday. We came in
and played our best game in a long
time. Finally all aspects of the
game-hitting; pitching and de-
fense-were going well at the
same time."
Weber and the. rest of the
Lords, who now stand at 12-18
will end their season this weekend
at Wabash.
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16
Yesterday the Lords played
Wittenberg, and again the out-
come was 14-7, however this time
in favor of Kenyon. A rematch of a
game at wiuenberg last week that
Kenyon won 13-12, this game was
a hard- fought almost the entire way,
and Kenyon never trailed. Itwas 9-
7 midway through the fourth
quarter when the Lords were able
close the game with five straight
goals. The scoring Lords were
Glancy with four goals, Justin
Martinich '03 with three and Jus-
lin Hamilton '03 with two. Stowe,
Quasha, Greg Tate '02 and Ross
:&chary '04 also chipped in with a
goal each.
In his final game at Kenyon,
captain Greg Clancy '01 made 21
saves to bring his total to 131 on
the year.
The Lords finished their sea-
son 10-4, with the only losses
coming to teams that were nation-
ally ranked. The Lords may not
have accomplished their goal of
reaching the NCAA tournament,
but in graduating only four se-
niors, theywill haveashot to prove
themselves as a Division IIIpower
next year.
;
The Lords stayed focused on winning the loose balls
well in their events. Corish fin-
ished eighth in the lOO-meter dash
with a time of 14.9. Coming back
from this sprint, she would place
third in the ZOO-meter dash with
attimeof30.9.Neitzwouldedged .
out her teammate running a 27.8
to finish second in the event.
Neitz's time' is a personal record
for the season and gives her ex-
cellent momentum for the Confer-
ence meet.
One of Kenyon's continued
strengths is the 1500·meter run.
Led by seniors Nikki Watson '01
and Dana Mondo '01, all the la-
dies in this race would show fine
form and place well. Watson and
Mondo battled each other down
the track. Watson was the bet-
ter of the dynamic duo on this
day, running second in the race
with a time of 5:06. Right on her
heels was Mondo in third with a
5:10.
Praise poured in for these two
seniors. "They both have the abil-
ity to place very well at Confer-
ences," said teammate Vyrostek.
"I think that if they continue to
push each other in that event like
they have been, that they will."
Becky Chamberlin '02 and
Lisa Maurer '04 would follow
the senior Ladies in the race.
Chamberlin pushed the pace in
preparation for the Conference
meet running a 5:37 to place
eighth. Maurer finished her first
season as a Lady with a 6:44
11th place finish. Also finishing
her first season as a Lady was
Lisa Gress '02 in the 800·meter.
Running a strong race, she fin-
ished in sixth place with a time
of 3:03.
Vyrostek and Stephanie Cutts
'04 are quickly developing into a
force in the 400-meter hurdles.
Vyrostek, changing up her form in
preparation for the Conference
meet ran an encouraging 1:09 to
finish fifth in the event. After bat-
tling injury all season, Cutts has
come on strong in these past few
weeks, this week finishing ninth
with a 1:13.
One of the largest improve-
ments of the day came from the
4X400-meter relay team. Running
their fastest time of both the in-
door and outdoor season, the team
of Katherine Kapo '02, Mondo,
Neitz and Vyrostek finished sec-
ond. Anchor Mondo battled with
the Wooster team and then pulled
out another amazing kick to give
the team a victory and help them
to a three second personal record
lime of 4: 13 and a second place
finish.
The performance provided
the team with great momentum
going into Conferences according
to Vyrostek. "I was really proud
of our 4x400 relay this weekend.
We ran a team PR for the season,
which we have been working hard
to do ever since indoor. Every
member of the relay went out
there and rap a really fastleg. The
4x400 was a pretty close race, and
I think that having that constant
pressure there of hearing a girl
running up on our heels forced us
all to go out there and really race,
something. hope we will repeat
at conferences."
First-years Tenaya Brihon '01
and Cutts were also blown away
by Mondo's kick. "This weekend
Dana ran a phenomenal 400 as an
anchor for the mile relay. She 'held
her own' throughoul the race and
finished strong and ahead of her
competitors. Dana's hard work
and talent is an inspiration to the
team. Her genuine support and
care for her teammates motivates
everyone to settle for nothing
more than their best. When Dana
graduates, Kenyon's lrack team
will not only be losing one of its
most valuable runners, but also a
leader and a friend."
In the field events there were
improvements all around. Scott,
one of the top high jumpers in the
Conference, came excruciatingly
"close to provisionally qualifying
for Nationals. Barely catching the
bar on her 5-4.5 jump she would
settle for a 5-2 and second place
in the event. Vyrostek is optimis-
tic about Scott's ability as the
Conference meet nears. "Ansley
had a great performance in the
high jump, once again. She goes
out there and betters herself week
after week. I know that she has
been working really hard during
practice, and I can't wait to see
that payoff for her next week-
end."
Jenna Prayoonhong '04 con-
tinued her consistent work in the
pole vault. Vaulting an 8-6, she
finished fourth. Newcomer to the
event Kerry Shannon '04 looked
strong, vaulting a 6-6 in this com-
petition to finish fifth. The ranks
of the Ladies' discus continue to
swell, this week boasting Melissa
Hurley '01, Katie Tully '04 and
Erin Hayward '04. Hurley contin-
ues to lead the throwing Ladies.
Her 66-4 earned her eight place in
the event. Tully followed in ninth
with a 54-9 and Hayward in tenth
with a 46-l.
In the javelin throw Zarrin
Atkins '01 continued herdevelop-
ment with a large personal best.
Throwing a 55-9. she took sixth
place in the event. Vyrostek again
noted that "Z [Atkins] threw re-
ally well in javelin. She increased
her distance on every throw, and
overall she ended up with a big PR
of 55'09. Competing in an unfa-
miliar event, she has been really
impressive to watch, as she has
improved a lot, and added some
much needed depth for us in the
field events."
"I am expecting a good, solid
outing for NCAC as the reams
have typically done well in this
championship meet," said Coach
Duane Gomez. "We will need a lot
of key performances, and we see
no reason why that will not be ac-
complished." After helping out in
the run for New Directions last
Saturday, the Ladies focused in on
their final preparation for Confer'
ences this Friday and Salurday at
Ohio Wesleyan.
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There sometimes seems to
an air of iovincibility tbat
rrounds the Kenyoll Swim-
ing team. When ono goes
tothe Ernst Aquatic Center
dsees the rafters filled with
cords and Division If l
ampionship banners it is
metimes bard to believe that
erecould be something sad
hind the winning. But there
. First there was the tragic
cident that killed Molly
ueber '01 last March, Now
e women's swimming team
ustdeal with the seary re-
ity that one of their own bas
d 10 face this past year.
Marrissa Boyan came to
enyon in the fall of '99 to be
student, swimmer and run.
r,while she hoped to battle
ponents in the pool and on
track, she never expected
bebaltling her own boaltb.
In February she bad an
predictable attack of dizzi ..
5S and vomiting. Silo bad
igioally believed it wu •
mach problem ud moved
, When she r4Ju~Rtd to
mbier Ihis fall to train fo,r
e upcoming season,. she be ..
n experiencing oven moro
vere health problems t(t Illy
int to where she was vom ..
ngevery day.
Still the cause of ker ail ..
nts remained a mystery to
andthe doctors around her.
naHyon October 28th, Jm'
Ih birthday. Marrissa toqk
MRI, whicb revealed a·
Ifball-size tumor in tlcc
ain, "I think tho doctor e.~
eled me to cry," she saW.
e didn't. Manias. slid be,
imary reaction was iIIlroliof.
• didn't know, Why I was sick
aad I didn~t really think I
c;quld'4ie..· Despite faciog the
roality of life.threatening
brain Slltgery, in less thaa two
weeke after learains of tbe
tumor. Boyan decided to re-
tum to Kenyon from ber ne-
live town of Pittsburgh, On
November 11, she underwent
7.5 bours of surgery to re-
move the tumor. After the sur-
gery, Boyan was left severely
incapacitated but remained
realistic and confident about
the daunting task of rehabili-
tation. "I just wanted to get
back to 'normal, , .. she said. I
just thought about each mo.
ment right then, and just took
everything as it came,"
Boyan bas made tbe small
ateps toward recovery. She
still suffers from doubJe vi-
sion. but sbe has overcome
other challenges. New, nearly
six months after tbe original
op.en1ioa~ she speaks and
Writes normally agaia.
'Porbaps tho greatest tea-
tamel\l to Boyon is ..... wbicb
bel' friOlldsSi~bM.Jlor_k
toaouua" Nikt Watson ·01
ay.~tbe ... Mar1:lss. Iisb"
up, a room wboD. abe ",atka
Intoll,' Cb~lis rIftS, '01 ber-
selfa .... r.. orlll'lbt_SCfl'
becslll,4 vCfl' dose 10 Boyan
this }'HL~"iD~aid"it puts
everytbiQ& in pcrlip'eotive..
pooplo at Kenyon 6Om#imcs
think their probl .... _ hiS-
Il"r tlla.Abey are, IIId Marissa
i$ an inspiration to us all.·
Boyao .. isited !becampus
this past weekend. and will
... tum ill tho fail. Thousb hor
days u a awimmpr: appear to
be ovor. $be Iwl ......dy b..
guo traimg t<»r track for next
year.
W1lnt to join
next year's team?
email pecoraks or
helmerj to ask
for a tryout
SPORTS
Lords Track 'relax' atWooster
Runners prep for all conference meet at OWU this weekend
BYERIN BilliE COOPER
Staff Reporter
"It was a very small meet-
kind of a fine tuning for the
League meet-distance guys
were off to get some much
needed relaxation," said Coach
Taylor after the Lords' meet on
Friday at Wooster. Despite the
small size of the meet, "we still
went to the meet with conference
preparation on our minds," said
senior captain Ken McNish.
In the 100·meter dash, first-
year sprinlers Milan Perazich
and Niccolc Franchi ran well,
placing fifth and seventh respec-
tively. Coming back from a ham-
string injury, Perazich came in at
11.8, while Franchi was right
behind him at 12.1.
The 400·meter provided
some problems for senior cap-
tain Ian Pitkin. Kit Rodgers ran
a strong race, placing fifth in
54.4, but "Ian ran through a lot
of pain and finished in 54.9. He
did not compete in the rest of the
meet because his legs hurt so bad
... it is good that he did not com-
pete SQ we can gel as much rest
for him as possible," said
McNish.
"Aaron [Emig '04] looked
pretty tough as usual," said
sophomore Owen Beetham of
Emig's win in the 800-meler
with a time of 1:59.5. "I'm look-
ing forward to his 800 this weekend.
He should place at Olnferences.
He's worked hard all season and
it·s about time it paid off."
Beetham place fourth with a time
of 2:04.2.
P.l. Bumsted '04 placed sec-
ond in tbe race, running his fast~
est race of the outdoor season in
2:00.7 and shaving three seconds
off his previous best time.
"I felt really strong running
the 800 and I was able to use a
strong kick towards the end,"
said Bumsted. "'Now I just hope
10 break two minutes at Olnfer-
ences."
Taylor is counting on some
points at the Conference meet
from his freshman: "both of
these guys scored indoors, look
for them to do it again cut-
doors."
In the 4x400-meter relay,
the Lords placed second. "Iwas
impressed by Milan's ability to
step it up in the 4x400 relay and
replace the injured Pitkin," said
Beetham. "[Perazich's] 400
made me wonder if he could beat
Slick Surralt in a race ... I dunno
though, cause Slick is faster than
a scared mule, but Milan is
pretty damn fast." The relay
team of Beetham, Perazich,
Bumsted, and Emig ran a 3:39.3.
The Leaping Lords were
thin this week in jumps; Phil
Stephenson '02, Mike Weber
'Ol,and Marc Marie '04 were all
.OUI. However, the Lords had
some field event performances
that all were solid efforts.
Freshman Mike Bohl placed
fourth in the Pole Vault jumping
12-06. New-corner Pat Howell
'04 placed eighth in the discus
Ihrow in his first collegiate meet
with a "solid effort," said Tay-
lor. Again this week senior
Adam Bange dominated the Jav-
elin Throw. Winning the event
with a throw of 175-05, Bange
is capable of throwing farther,
and "is looking for big points in
the NCAC,-" said Taylor.
In the long jump, Pitkin
placed fourth with a jump of 19·
00, despite pain, while fellow
captain McNish placed sixth
with 18..Q3.5.
"I swear he's gonna jump
out of the pit again," said
Beetham as McNish won the
Triple Jump.
McNish jumped 41~06.75.
"He never ceases to amaze me,"
said Emig. "His strong work
ethic has Shaped him into one of
the top jumpers in thc Olnfer-
eoce. I'm expecting him to light
up the field this weekend at
NCACs."
"The team is doing pretty
well, but we could really use
Selby," said Perazich.
McNish sees things differ-
ently: "We are all excited for the
meet. Everyone has to start to get
mentally ready now. We made
some great strides as a team in-
doors. Now at outdoor Confer-
ence we want to blow everyone's
... doors off. We have a tough
team and if everyone puts inju-
ries behind them and forgets
about pain for two days, we will
do well. We cannot let anything
stop us from achieving what we
want."
The Conference meet is this
Friday and Saturday at Ohio
Wesleyan University. Aiming for
a top five finish, Taylor says ev-
erything comes down to this
meet, "Track is a very unique
sport, the regular season really
does not mean a whole lot ... it
all comes down 10 the big meet
at the end."
However, sophomore Tyler
Morell puts it best: "If Kenyon
was a country' it would be
Prussia. We are feared, strong
and powerful, but a small land-
locked country (small liberal arts
college with no money for ath-
letes) just can't make its sphere
of influence all thai big, no mat-
ter how awesome its warriors
are. Nevertheless, Lords never
back down, Lords never stop
fighting, and Lords are tough
like bull terriers (the most feared
of terriers). Most people think
school spirit is lame and out-
dated, but Lords track and ficld
reminds me every day that
school spirit is only dumb when
your school sucks. I guess the
point is: a Lord may look funny
with a stupid powdered wig, but
all unbelievers should remember
he can still send you and the rest
of your proletariat family back
to the mill!"
C).CQ
~'fUW'AmazingWhat A
Dorm Room Will Hold •••
,.. '-.,. JI'U fIOIntIlIo _It .. home?
BriIIg it to Pak Mail ••• _'U pack it. box it. and ship itl
Wespecialize in packing and sllipping compUlen.
(5SSCoshoctonAvcnue PA~
Mount Vernon, OH 43050 CiNTERS OF AMERICA
740.392.624' We Ship An~thing. Anywhere.
arrissa Boyan:
'inspiring story'
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Ladies softball win one of two against Hiram
BY LOGAN WINSTON
Scaff Reporter
The Kenyon Ladies softball
team took on the Hiram Terriers for
their last double header of the regu-
lar season. The Ladies lost the first
game 5-2 and then beat the Terriers
5-3 in Ihe second game. This brings
their league record to'4-4 with their
c-overall record al16 and 14.
For the first three innings of
game one, both the Terriers and the
Ladies maintained an aggressive de-
fense with neither learn allowing the
other room for scoring. Hiram broke
the ice with the game's first score in
the top of the fourth.
Kenyon responded with two
solid outfield shots from tri-captain
Ann Marie Lawlor '01 and Leslie
Carroll 'OJ. With a woman on-sec-
and and third, Carroll took home af-
terthe Hiram catcher bumbled a wild
pitch. the score was 1-1 afte! four in-
nings.
TheTerriesscored two in the fifth
inning and one in the sixth.
Kenyon ended the sixth inning
after launching a long ball in
. from the outfield to Carroll, the
team catcher, for a heroic final out
at home plate. The score stood at
4-1 after six Innings of play.
Hiram scored one more run in
the top of the seventh. -
For Kenyon's last at bat, the
Ladies loaded the bases and were
able to send one run in. Unfortu-
nately, they could not keep It go-
ing, and Hiram held on to win 5-2.
The Ladies responded by
beating Hiram 5-3 in the second
game of the double header.
"We talked after the first
game," said tri-captain Alys
Spensley '01, "and focused on the
fact that the next game was our fi-
nal home game and we were go-
ing to play for ourselves and come
Men's lacrosse
BYJAY HELMER
Sports Editor
The Kenyon Men's Lacrosse
team had been here before. As the
horn sounded to end the first quar-
tcr oft he game against Denison on
Saturday, the Lords were ecstatic
as they held a 4-1 lead against the
eighth-ranked team in the nation.
Flash back to 10 days earlier when
the Lords held an early leadagainst
Ohio Wesleyan, and then lost.
Unfortunatel y against Denison, the
pattern continued as they were de-
feated 14-7.
The Lords most certainly
dominated the first quarter, but~
they were held in check in the
second as the Big Red scored five
unanswered goals before halftime
to make the score 6-4 for Denison.
Caplain Derick Stowe '01 beat
the Denison goalie at the begin-
ning of the third quarter to cut the
deficit to one, however the Lords
simply could not keep up with
Denison offense that is one of the
best in conference. The goals
Kenyon did score were led by
Stowe who had a hat trick. Others
who tallied scores were Mike
Glancy '02, Charlie Rich '02,
Julian Quasha '03 and Jason
McCaw '04.
see MEN'S LAX, page 14
Jeremy Maninich '03 plans his next move ..' Chrissie Cowall
out and win. Everyone played bet-
terand Kayte [Mutrie '03] hung on
to pitch a second game."
During the second game,
the Ladies started hitting early in
thc game and managed to score the
first run of the game. Kenyon's bats
were on the ball and the Ladies kepi
ripping base hits. With tri-cuptain
Kassie Scherer '01 leading the team
batting average at .381, and at least
four other team batters with aver-
ages well above three hundred, this
should come as no surprise.
"Offensively, we played
really well," said Courtney Drew
'04. "Defensively, we made a few
errors, but overall, it was enough
that Y{estill pulled the win."
After winning the last game of
the regular season, the Ladies seem
content with their performance this
year.
"This year's season has gone
well," said Spensley. "The team
was great and we had the potential
to win a few more games than our
final record will show. The pro!P1l:m
has come a long way in four years
and Ibelieve that the returning play-
ers will have an even better season
next year.
Spensley added, "Coach
Ferguson has done some great
things in her first season at Kenyon
and Iam excited to see
see SOFTBALL, page 13
Kayre Murrie ':)3 tries her pick off move.
Chri .. ie Cowan
Ladies tennis wins NCAC title
BY BRENDAN LYNAUGH
Staff Reporrer
On the morning of Sum-
mer Send Off, the Ladies de-
feared Denison for the third
time this year to claim the
NCAC championship oncc
again. But before the Ladies
could face Denison for the title,
they had to get past Earlham
and Wittenberg on Friday.
The Ladies had little
trouble with Earlham and were
able to rest some of their start-
ers. Filling in for the Ladies and
coming up with big wins were
Claire Larson '04 at fifth singles
and Katy Morris '03 at sixth
singles. Larson dominated her
match from start to finish and
won easily 6-0, 6-0. Morris too
had little trouble dispatching
her opponent 6~2, 6-0. In all
their matches, the Ladies never
dropped more than two games
in a set and won convincingly
6·0.
Wittenberg was their oppo~
nent in the semi-finals, and
again the Ladies were more
than ready. They started off
strong, winning two out of the
three doubles matches for an
early lead, and then took con-
trol in singles. ·ElIen Sherman
'02, playing thirdsingles, won
easily 6~2, 6-1 and Erin Brady
'04 had little trouble winning
6-0,6-1. Also winning for the
Ladies was Megan Lyons '03
who won 6-1, 6-3 at s l xt h
singles. Despite winning their
first two matches easily over
Earlham and wittenberg, the
real test for the Ladies came
the next morning against
Denison.
On Saturday, revenge was
in the air as these two Ohio pow-
ers met. Lisa Beauchamp '02
was able to exact a measure of
revenge after losing to previous
matches to Alison Hughes,
Denison's number two player.
After dropping the first set,
Beauchamp battled back to even
the score at one set apiece. Then,
in the third, she continually
outlasted Hughes from the
baseline, winning the third sci
and the match 4~6, 6-3, 6~2. "I
came out with nothing to lose,"
said Beauchamp, "and was ready
to compete for each point:'
Things looked grim for
the Ladies after the doubles
matches had been played.
Denison's nationally ranked
first doubles team was able to
even things up with Kenyon's
strong duo of Katy Tucker '03
and. Sara Sanders '01. Once
again the match was close and
decided by a few crucial
points. This time Denison
came away with a 8-6 deci-
sion. The other two doubles
matches were just as close, as
the Kenyon second doubles
combination of Beauchamp
and Sherman lost 8-6, while
the Kenyon learn of Brooke
Roeper '02 and Lyons came
away with an 8-6 victory.
In singles, Sherman domi-
nated her opponent from start
to finish and came away with a
win 6-0, 6-2. "I was really
ready for my match against
Kristen," said Sherman after-
wards, "because 1 knew that it
would be her last collegiate
match, and coach Thielke
warned me that she'd be giving
it all she had. 1was able to fo-
cus all my energy into winning
some crucial points."
At fourth singles, Tucker
had far less trouble dispatching
her opponent than she did last
time. Tucker won in two sets 6·
4, 6-3. Following the trend of
Beauchamp, Lyons was forced
to battle back after dropping
the first set. She was success'
ful and won both the second
and third set by a score of 6-].
At first singles, Roeper battled,
but was unable to break down,
Denison's lop player, Laura
Gerlach who won 6-4, 6-2. Erin
Brady at fifth singles did not
finish her match, because
Kenyon had already clinched
the victory. Roeper summed up
the day nicely for the ladi~s
saying, "Everyone just did their
job and won when they needed
to. It was just a great victory
on a team level."
The Ladies look to con'
tinue their success at the NCAA
regional tournament to be held
on the J2th and 13th.
